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SUBJECT: ARMY SCIENCE BOARD (ASB) REPORT ON “NUCLEAR
PROTECTION FOR THE SOLDIER”

SEE DISTRIBUTION

Enclosed report has been prepared and submitted in accordance
with the Terms of Reference dated 15 April 1977 , for Army
Scientific Advisory Panel (ASAP) Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear

• Protection for the Soldier. Reorganization within DA led to
the discontinuation of the ASAP and the Ad Hoc Group was
instructed to cease its effort at that time. However , due
to the nature and importance of the subject, the Ad Hoc Group
has on its own initiative completed the report.

A review of the report was made and comments provided by the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staf f for Operations and Plans
(ODCSOPS). Those comments are included with the report. In
subsequent discussions with the ODCSOPS action officer , it was
agreed that the report contains research material which may be
beneficial to agencies involved in this subject area.

The report is being provided for information.
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Preface

This final report has been prepared and submitted in accordance with the
Terms of Reference , Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for the Soldier.
An , su~~ary report was presented to the Army Scientific Advisory
Panel at its last meeting , 31 October—i November 1977 . Reorganization
within DA led to the discontinuation of the Army Scientific Advisory
Panel and the Ad Hoc Group was instructed to cease its efforts at that
time. However, due to the nature and importance of the subject, the Ad
Hoc Group has on its own initiative prepared this limited report which it
is hoped may be u~seful to the Army Science Board and other Department of
Army agencies for planning purposes.
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Terms of Reference
- - ASAP Ad Hoc Group on

Nuclear Protection for the Soldier

15 April 1977

1. Background:

The level of hardening of materiel to nuclear weapons effects is
determined by the capability of the human operator to withstand the
effects. If techniques can be established to improve the ability of man
to withstand nuclear effects then the potential exists for raising the
Army ’s overall capability to operate in a nuclear environment.
Conceptually , this increase in the “nuclear hardness” of a soldier on the
battlefield could be established by providing a protected environment or
by medically treating the man to decrease his inherent vulnerability.

Recent emphasis on providing protection against CW/BW agents could
well have applicability to the nuclear hardening question. For example,
a shelter that has an air filtration system designed to keep out chemical
and biological ~gents that may be in the atmosphere should provide
comparable protection against nuclear fallout.

A number of new Army systems have been developed but there has been
- 

- no consideration of the degree of nuclear protection these systems
provide to the operator or how this level of protection could be
increased without seriously impacting the cost of operating
characteristics of the systems.

Although the hardening of man himself has been studied extensively in
the past, it would be worthwhile to review past results to determine if
such work should receive increased or decreased emphasis.

2. Terms of Reference:

Specifically the Ad Hoc Group is asked to:

Reconinend approaches the Army should pursue that will lead to
improved protection for the soldier on the nuclear battlefield.

This should primarily emphasize techniques to provide a practical
protection environment for the soldier.

H 3
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Recoimuendations on the practicability of improving the soldiers
inherent ability to withstand nuclear radiation effects are also
requested.

3. Termination of Effort:

The Chairman of the Ad Hoc Group is requested to conclude his efforts
within five months. A final report should be published not later than
30 September 1977 .

4
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DEPARTME NT OF THE ARMY
ARMY SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR Y PANEL

Washington , DC 20310

15 April 1977

Membership
AD HOC GROUP

on
Nuclear Protection for the Soldier

Chairman: Military Staff Assistant:

Dr. Chris J.D. Zaraforietls *~ To be determined. *
Simpson Memorial Institute -

The University of Michigan
102 Observatory Street
Ann Arbor , Michigan 48 104
(Area Code 313 7611-8100)

Members

Dr. Donald M. Kerr ** Dr. Harold P. Smith, Jr. *
ER.DA Nevada Operations Office 418 Pacific Anenue
P .O. Box 114100 Piedmont California 94611
Las Vegas , Nevada 89114 ( Area Code 415 547—5368)
( Area Code 702 7311-3211)

Dr. Herbert L. Ley , Jr. Dr. Richard L. Wagner , Jr.
1160 Rockville Pike, #208 Associate Director for Test, L—49
P.O. Box 2047 Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Rockville, Maryland 20852 P.O. Box 808
(Area Code 301 3110_011811) Livermore , California 911550

(Area Code 1415 414 7—1100 , x4841)

• NOTE: Due to conflicts during the early meeting dates, Dr. Smith was
unable to participate in the study and asked to be relieved of
this responsibility.

LTC William E. Woodward from the US Army Medical R&D Command was
assigned to serve as Military Staff Assistant to the study group.
LTC Woodward was most helpful throughout the study and in the preparation
of this report.

~~Current addresses for Dr. Zara fonetis and Dr. Kerr Are:

Chris J. D. Zarafonetis , MD Dr. Donald N. Kerr
Room ST 2509 Box 14 Acting Deputy Asst ~ecretary 

—

Turner Clinic Building for Energy Technology
1010 Wall Street Dept. of Energy

— 
Ann Arbor , MI 48 109 Room 6E095 Forrestal Bldg

Washington, DC 20585
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCERNS OF THE AD HOC GROUP

As stated elsewhere in this report, nuclear protection of the soldier
is but one element of military medical combat support, which in turn is

- 

- but one of the many complex functions of Command . Mission accomplishment
is the overall responsibility of Command. Viewed in this context , it
should be recognized that as destructive and devastating as nuclear
weapons may be, there is always a peripheral zone in which lethality is
not inevitable and where graded incapacitation will be encountered. The
medical mission is to minimize the nuclear effects and to widen this zone
by every possible means —— and thereby to enhance the prospects of
personnel survival and mission completion. It was also recognized by the
Ad Hoc Group that there are other measures which are of equal or greater
importance than the biomedical which need to be applied in order to
provide maximal nuclear protection to troops in the field. However ,
because of the complexity of the interaction between radiation effects
and the effectiveness of individuals and units on the battlefield, it is
impossible to state at this time how important any given degree of
protection or dose reduction might be. Nevertheless, on the basis of its
study the Ad Hoc Group believes that there are a number of medical and
physical protective measures which might be available or developed to
support operations in a nuclear environment. The principal conclusions
and recommendations of the Ad Hoc Group are given below. Additionally ,
attention is drawn to some concerns which need consideration .

CONCLUSION 1:

Soviet and Warsaw Pact Forces are equipped to deal with some degree
of effectiveness, with the effects of radiation on the battlefield.
Their doctrine and their exercises reveal that use of nuclear weapons in
tactical situations is an integral part of their military planning. US
tactical nuOlear doctrine envisions use of nuclear weapons in a defense
mode, often in close proximity to friendly troops. Some US nuclear
weapon systems are incorporating enhanced radiation warheads, further
increasing the importance of nuclear radiation as a battlefield effect.

• Therefore, the US Army should be thoroughly prepared to deal with the
effect of nuclear radiation on the tactical battlefield.~ An integral
part of this need is an ability, to the extent practical, to integrate
radiation effects from individual soldiers and to deal effectively with
radiation casualties.

RECOMMENDATION 1:

That the Army undertake a comprehensive, in depth review of its
capabilities in this area, and to implement , in an integral way , measures
which could be developed, including those discussed in various sections
of this report.

11 
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CONCLUSION 2:

There are practical physical measures which can be applied to provide
some protection to the soldier in the nuclear environment. These relate
to thermal and flash as well as to blast and radiation effects which
threaten the troops.

RECOMMENDATION 2:

The Ad Hoc Group recommends augmentation of efforts to develop and
evaluate physical protective measures , and that improvements be
incorporated promptly into troop equipment and training.

RECOMMENDATION 3:

That there be established appropriate linkage of the Night Vision
Program of the Army and Flash Blindness Protection Program of the Air
Force.

RECOMMENDATION 4:

That there be established an appropriate program or tasking to
develop means of providing and testing the usefulness of smoke in
flash/thermal protection. This should be linked with the DA program on
SMOKE.

RECOMMENDATION 5:

That there be established an appropriate linkage to the Chemical
Decontamination/Contamination Avoidance program of efforts to improve

• field Nuclear Fallout Decontamination capability.

CONCLUSION 3:

There are several medical measures which could afford some proteotior
of soldiers to the effects of irradiation. These include dietary
constituents and drugs for reducing radiation injury effects. In
addition , there are potentially useful medical approaches to the
prevention , delay , or amelioration of acute symptoms associated with
radiation injury, that is , nausea , vomiting , and diarrhea. For delayed
severe radiation injury to the bone—marrow , medical developments offer
promise for survival from bone—marrow transplantation, along with
improvements in blood banking support of such patients with red blood
cell, white blood cell, and platelet transfusions. The more severe the
radiation injury, the less likely becomes survival, and the more complex
becomes the treatment effort while the logistical burden of therapy •

increases exponentially.

Thus , physical measures to protect soldiers should be maximized at
- I all times. Medical support and prophylactic measures should, however,

also be maintained at their highest possible level. Even so, the combat
situation may result in radiation exposure with which the commander and 

-. •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



his troops will need to contend in the performance of their mission. The
~~
‘ medical measures that are available or potentially available will, to a

considerable extent, help delimit the amount of exposure that would be
“acceptable” to mission accomplishment .

RECOMMENDATION 6:

It is not possible to estimate the military impact that would result
from the various aspects of medical efforts to increase radiation
protection of the soldier. For this reason, the Ad Hoc Group recommends
Incorporation of biomedical factors in a variety of scenarios in order to
arrive at a more meaningful assessment of such factors. The findings
should be useful for planning purposes and to assist in ordering
priorities of the military biomedical R&D effort .

RECOMMENDATION 7:

Similar scenarios should be directed toward assessment of trade—offs
which will result from avoidance, alleviation, and decontamination of
fallout effects, and of these parameters in combinations with biomedical
factors .

RECOMMENDATION 8:

The prophylactic drug program should be resumed and maintained along
the lines described herein.

RECOMMENDATION 9:

The prophylactic potential of dietary factors should be explored and
this should be linked with the programs of the Army Nutrition Laboratory.

RECOMMENDATION 10:

Medications should be developed to delay onset or suppress acute
responses of radiation injury -— namely, nausea , vomiting, and diarrhea.
Some candidate drugs are suggested.

RECOMMENDAT ION 11:

In order to establish the safety of’ drugs to be employed as in 9 and
10 above , at some point in the R.D.T.& E. of preventive , protective , or
treatment measures , it becomes necessary to utilize human subject
volunteers. For this reason, it is recommended that a DA or DOD level
“Human Use Committee” be established to provide criteria for protocols,
safety factors , monitoring of studies for compliance, with assurance of
Informed consent of participant volunteers as well as consideration of
the moral and ethical aspects involved.

13
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• RECOMMENDATION 12:
_________________________ ‘~~ ,

Much relevant information to 10 above could and should be obtained
through an active liaison with civilian medical radiation treatment
centers. (The Director of the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research
Institute indicated that DNA does not permit such liaison arrangements.)
(This kind of information can only be obtained from human subjects . The
mechanism by which such information is to be obtained would need to be
approved by the “Human Use Committee” recommended in 11 above.)

RECOMMENDATION 13:

It is recommended that R&D for the cryopreservation of blood
components be continued and integrated into the medical and logistical
plans for the support of combat forces which have suffered radiation
injury. (This should also be coordinated with the Dept. of Navy Blood
Preservation Research Program.)

RECOMMENDATION 111:

It is further recommended that research on bone—marrow preservation
and transplantation be in~~rporated into the overall effort to improve

• medical support of the soldier exposed to radiation injury on the
battlefield. (This should also be coordinated with the Dept. of Navy

• Blood Preservation Research Program.)

• RECOMMENDATION 15:

As a corollary, It is recommended that comparative assessments be
made of the logistical costs/burden and medical outcome of blood/blood
products transfusions and bone—marrow transplantation in forward areas vs
prompt evacuation of radiation-injured troops to designated treatment
sites.

CONCLUSION 4:

Appropriate dosimetry is crucial to analysis of the radiation factor
in a combat situation. Commanders and medical personnel would need to
know doses received by troops in order to use resources effectively, but
no individual dosimeter exists which is suitable for widespread use. A
number of possible approaches could be considered but definition of
requirements is lacking. Such requirements should be developed to
address , for example:

(a) whether reusability is required ,

-
~~~~ 

(b ) desirability of threshhold vs continuous reading , and over what
range ,

Cc) cost,

14 
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(d) read—out requirements: Should the exposed individual be able to
read the dose himself or not?

The Ad Hoc Group finds that there is need for a major effort to• improve and field individual, unit, and area dosimeters of radiation
activities. Some promising possibilities are cited.

RECOMMENDATION 16:

It is recommended that high priority be given to further definition
• of requirements and the development of radiation dosimetry instrumenta-

tion for utilization in the field.

RECOMMENDATION 17:

Fallout can now be measured and mapped to terrain in near real—time
• with airborne equipment. A prototype system exists in the Department of

Energy ’s NEST/SANDS equipment . It is recommended that this capability be
• rapidly developed and adapted for field use.

• CONCERNS:

During the course of its deliberations, a number of areas of concern
became apparent to the Ad Hoc Group. Several of these were discussed
during the meeting of 11—12 August, 1977 at Las Vegas. They range from
specific to general in nature, and while not necessarily related to the
terms of reference of this review, the concerns are relevant to the
Services ’ overall capabilities to deal with the problems of the soldier

• in the nuclear battlefield. The following list of concerns was prepared ,
on request , by one of the consultants who participated at the Las Vegas
meeting of the Ad Hoc Group:

1. A foremost concern is that none of the Services has a nuclear
warfare organizational unit . Clearly there are pros and cons regarding

• this issue , but basically it seems unreasonable to expect line
organizations to give proper priority to the demands and needs of the
Armed Forces in this classified technical field.

2. The diminished interest of the Services in this field is perhaps
illustrated by noting that both the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory
( NRDL , Hunters Point , San Francisco) and the Army’s Nuclear Defense
Laboratory (NDL , Edgewood Arsenal) have been phased out of existence.

3. There does not appear to be any high level officer in any Service
with responsibility for nuclear medicine or radiation protection .

4. The R&D effort in the civilian nuclear biomedical field does not
address the specific and special problems in this field that should be of
concern to the Armed Forces. The same situation obtains in the radiation
protection field. Basically, in both fields, the thrust is towards
understanding and measuring low doses and low dose rate effects.

A . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Spin—off from the civilian R&D is, however, directly applicable in many
instances to the military, but there is little effort expended by the
Services to remain knowledgeable or to direct the R&D into areas of
specific interest to the military.

5. Young officers , PDs or health physicists no longer spend a tour
• of duty at LASL , and presumably this is also true at Livermore.

6. Somewhat along the same lines as item 5 is the apparent
• discontinuance of the university graduate programs in radiation
• protection for military personnel.

7. The Army’s field manuals on nuclear warfare, unless they have
• been completely revised within the last six years, are of questionable
• value.

8. The response of the Armed Forces to the demands of the Eniwetok
• Cleanup Project would indicate that:

o Trained teams of health physicists and radiation monitors are
not readily available.

o Radiation monitoring instruments and the capability to
maintain and calibrate the instruments are not readily available.

o Field facilities for radiochemistry and radioactivity counting
for evaluation of biological or environmental samples are not readily
available and may not be available at all.

o Authoritative briefing on health and safety procedures for
troops engaged in a radiation field is not available.

9. A final item, but one of major concern, is the lack of any
apparent capability for the Army to advise and control the civilian
population in case of nuclear war or a major nuclear incident. One has
to suspect that the state of readiness on the part of the Army , National
Guard, and Civil Defense to handle such a situation is less than
desirable or prudent.

In the interim a number of the concerns expressed above may have
already been addressed and resolved. The Ad Hoc Group is aware that
recently there have been some important organizational changes in the US
Army Nuclear Agency. The Ad Hoc Group now perceives a Defense Nuclear
Agency (DNA) with a Defense level research facility (AFRRI) and
individual service (Army, Navy, and Air Force) research programs. DNA is
now in an improved position to collate the service requirements and to
designate which requirements are to be supported and accomplished by

16
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$ Defense agencies and which by the individual services. The
interrelationships of many separate elements as noted in this report
necessitate highest level coordination not only for the problems
attendant to the use of nuclear weapons but also to defense against
chemical and biologic agents.

I-
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4,
Summary of Meetings Held by Ad Hoc Group

on Nuclear Protection of the So1dier~
First meeting.

3 June 1977 at Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI),
Bethesda, MD. The Ad Hoc Group was briefed by ~OL LaWayne R . Stromberg,
Director of AFRRI.

Second meeting.

28—29 July 1977 at Forrestal Building, Washington, DC. Briefings
were provided by staff members of the Foreign Science and Technology
Center (FSTC), the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), the Medical Intelligence
and Information Agency (MIIA), and by the Division of Medicinal

• Chemistry, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRATh).

Third meeting.

11— 12 August 1977 at the Nevada Operations Office of the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) at Las Vegas. Briefings
were made by representatives from the Nevada Operations Office, the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

• Fourth meeting .

25—26 August 1977 at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore
California. Briefings were provided by staff members from the US Army

• Nuclear and Chemical Agency, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, and the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

Fifth meeting.

5—6 October 1977 at the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute
5 Oct for briefing by new Director , and foi report working session on 6
October.

No further meetings were held as per instructions from the ASAP
office pending administrative and budgetary changes associated with plans
to transfer its activities to a new Army Science Board.

* Memoranda for Record of each meeting may be found at APPENDIX A.
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t .  T~~ THREAT. Introductory statement of Ad Hoc Group.

- At its June 28, 1977 meeting, the Ad Hoc Group received classified
briefings on the nuclear threat and the capabilities of potential enemies• - of the United States. The presentations were provided by staff members
of the Foreign Science and Technology Center (FSTC), and representatives
from tbe Medical Intelligence and Information Agency (MIIA) were

• - available for questioning. These briefings were very helpful in
providing an informative and timely review of the threat situation.
However , the Ad Hoc Group believes that for the purposes of this report,
an unclassified statement of the threat will suffice. Accordingly, the
following material is provided to indicate the magnitude and formidable

t 
reality of the nuclear threat.

1

.
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THE THREAT

Numerous studies and documents deal with the nuclear weapons threat
to US Military Forces and their Allies. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff has published a general analysis of the United States Military
Posture for FT 1978 in which the nuclear threat is included in an
overview of all elements of military threat to our nation.1 As with

• conventional weapons, the nuclear threat is primarily that of the USSR
and the Warsaw Pact countries, with specific implications of concern for

• the US and its NATO allies. To the threat of strategic use of nuclear
weapons has now been added the threat associated with the tactical use of
such weapons, particularly those with more selective destructive
capabilities (i.e., neutron weapons).

• The rationale behind the tactical use of nuclear weapons is given by
GEN Brown:

• “A theater nuclear capability is indispensable to successful
deterrence and defense. Theater nuclear forces complement general
purpose forces and provide a continuum between conventional and strategic
nuclear forces.

“In the event aggression cannot be contained conventionally, theater
nuclear forces provide the capability to terminate, if’ necessary, a
conflict at less than a strategic nuclear level of’ intensity, on terms
acceptable to the United States and its allies. Tactical nuclear weapons
are deployed as an integral part of our theater forces to strengthen the
deterrent effect of forward defense and to provide immediately available
combat power to augment conventional forces. In the case of a Warsaw
Pact attack which allows NATO little time for preparation or
mobilization, NATO conventional forces would be greatly disadvantaged. A
credible option for selective employment of theater nuclear weapons can
contribute to deterrence and also provide augmentation should
conventional means be found insufficient.

“The conventional balance in Europe is such that if the Warsaw Pact
forces are able to mass secretly and apply armored pressure to a given
point in the defense line, NATO’s ability to defend with conventional
forces would be greatly weakened. Selective employment of nuclear
weapons against armored thrusts could greatly contribute to theater
deterrence and provide an intermediate option between conventional
warfare and a general nuclear war.

1 United States Military Posture for FT 1978, by Chairman of The Joint
Chiefs of Staff, General George S. Brown, USA?. 20 January 1977.

j
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“The Soviets currently possess a tactical nuclear capability which
could serve as a significant reinforcement to their offensive operations

• in Europe .”

USSR

“The Soviets have a significant number of nuclear missiles with which
they could launch an attack on the Eurasian continent. Their peripheral
missile attack force consists of MRBMs (1,050 nrn range) and IRBMs (2,200
nm range) located in the western USSR. In addition, some of their ICBMs
are capable of being fired to short range and can be retargeted . This
ability increases their capability to attack either Western Europe or
China.

“The Soviet Union has deployed a large number of nuclear—capable
• • tactical missiles and rockets —— primarily the SCUD short—range (85—160

nm) tactical ballistic missile, the FROG, a surface—to—surface unguided
rocket and the SCALEBOARD , a longer range surface—to—surface missile.

• “The Soviet SS—4 and SS—5 missile force has been slightly reduced
• this year with the deactivation of some 55_ 14 launchers.

“As stated last year, the Soviets began testing a new mobile solid
• propellant IRBM, the SS—X—20 in the fall of 1974. R&D flight testing of

this missile, which is a two—stage derivative of the 3—stage Ss—x—16
• • ICBM, is now essentially complete. The flight test program has proceeded

• at a rapid pace and has been highly successful. Flight testing has
featured all of’ the milestones of a typical R&D program.

“Initial deployment of the SS—X—20 is expected to occur in the near
fu ture .

“The Soviets have also continued active training in nuclear delivery
techniques with the tactical aircraft assigned to frontal aviation. The
most frequently used aircraft on nuclear delivery training missions are
MIG—21/FISHBED.-Js, —Ks, and -Ls; SU-7 and SU-17/FITTERS; MIG-23/FLOGGERS;
and various medium-range bombers. The SU—19/FENCER is expected - to be an
excellent aircraft for this type of mission.”

• UNITED STATES

“The US inventory does not contain any ballistic missiles in the
MR/IRBM class. US theater nuclear forces consist of nuclear—capable
cannon artillery, tactical surface—to—surface missiles, nuclear—armed
strike aircraft, nuclear air defense, atomic demolition munitions and ASW
nuclear systems. Additionally, a substantial number of POSEIDON SLBM
warheads are committed to support the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe
(SACEUR). The 8—inch and 155 mm nuclear artillery projectiles constitute
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the nuclear artillery stockpile. A new 8—inch nuclear projectile is now
in engineering development. This new projectile will provide about 50
percent improvement in effectiveness and an 80 percent reduction in

• collateral damage over the current 8—inch projectile. Funds are also
being requested to begin development of an improved 155 mm projectile.
The 155 mm projectile is critical for support of’ NATO allies who are in
the process of standardizing the 155 mm howitzer as their predominant
artillery weapon and to ensure appropriate density of nuclear firepower
across NATO’s front.

“PERSHING and LANCE are the principal tactical surface—to-surface
missiles. SERGEANT and HONEST JOHN are being replaced by LANCE although
some HONEST JOHNs will be retained for the foreseeable future in support
of’ certain allies. Improved versions of gravity bombs are being deployed

• to theater forces, thus providing an enhanced air delivery capability.
Addi tionally , stando ff weapons technology is being investigated for
possible application to tactical air delivered nuclear weapons.” .

• SUMMARY

• “In summary , our current inventory of tactical nuclear weapons is
becoming obsolete since these weapons represent essentially the

• 
• technology of’ the 1950s and 1960s. It is essential that we modernize the

• theater nuclear force capability as these weapons play an important role
in our deterrent strategy.

“We must maintain our qualitative advantages by providing an improved
tactical nuclear stockpile with greater accuracy and enhanced security
devices . Our modernization efforts include major improvement in response
time, flexibility in employment , lower collateral damage and enhanced
security. It is important that technological advances and theater
nuclear force modernization continue so that the United States maintains
a viable option between conventional warfare and strategic nuclear
warfare .”

CONCLUSION. THE THREAT.

The Ad Hoc Group concludes that the nuclear threat is real and of
formidable magnitude.
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I
APPR OACH OF THE AD HOC GROUP.

Nuclear protection of the soldier is but one element of military
medical combat support, which in turn is one of the many complex
functions of Command. The ultimate emphasis required of and by Command

• is mission accomplishment. Viewed in this perspective, it must be
• recognized that as destructive and devastating as nuclear weapons may be,

there will always exist a peripheral zone in which lethality is not
• inevitable and where graded incapacitation may be encountered. The

medical mission is to minimize the nuclear effects and to widen this zone
• by any means possible. This will be of critical importance in relation

to the combat environsent in which tactical nuclear weapons are
• employed. However , it is further recognized by the Ad Hoc Group that

there are other measures which are of equal or even greater importance
than the biomedical which must be considered and applied appropriately in
order to provide maximal nuclear protection to troops in the field.
These other measures will also be addressed briefly in an effort to
achieve balance of emphasis with respect to the recommendations which
ensue in this report.
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Protection of the Soldier.

a. Physical Measures.

1. Introduction.

• Advantage should be taken of every means of protection that
can be afforded the soldier in a radiation environment. To this end,
numerous analyses of’ the radiation shielding characteristics of various

• physical measures , as well as resistance to thermal and blast effects
have been made over the years . Enormous amounts of data have
accumulated, but have been of limited usefulness in planning, training,
and implementation—-possibly constrained in part because of the existing
conceptualization of strategic employment of nuclear weapons. The newer
recognition of the potential for tactical employment of nuclear weapons
has pointed to the need for re—assessment of existing protective concepts
and measures and more sharply focuses on associated military R&D

• requirements. For example, analysis of’ the radiation shielding
characteristics of many combat vehicles has been accomplished (USA
Ballistics Research Laboratory, US Army Armament Research and Development
Command , Aberdeen Proving Ground , Maryland. BRL Report No. 1998 ,• August 1977). It has been shown, for example, that the Neutron
Protection Factor (NPF) afforded by the M6OA1 tank essentially represents
the degree of protection against initial radiation. NPFs averaged 1.3,
2.0, 1.8 and 3.9 for the commander, gunner, loader, and driver,
respectively. Sensitivity analyses found NPFs to be insensitive to

• source/vehicle range and vehicle configuration , but mildly sensitive to
source/vehicle orientation. The M6OA1 tank was found to provide only a
moderate amount of crew member protection in an initial radiation
environment. Similar analyses will undoubtedly be accomplished with
newer generation combat vehicles. Such tests should also address
potential measures for enhancement of NPFs , e.g., boron shielding,
distribution of on—board water supply in protective configuration——that
is, for neutron capture , etc. Obviously weight/benefit ratios and other
factors will need to be addressed.

While much data exists regarding the shielding characteristics of
vehicles, bunkers, trenches, fox—holes, etc., the major problem appears
to be lack of abIlity to integrate the data with field activities in a

• practical and meaningful way. The Ad Hoc Group believes that a severe
limiting factor has been the absence of radiation dosimetry that would
provide prompt intelligence for rational actions in the nuclear
battlefield environment. This factor is discussed elsewhere in this
report.

The importance of practical measures for the protection of personnel
in tactical nuclear environments is illustrated by the following edited
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excerpts from a report (Appendix B) which was prepared for the Ad Hoc
Group by Dr. Donald Blumenthal:

• Personal Casualty Mechanisms.

“The magnitude and nature of the problems regarding protection of
troops in the field may be emphasized by noting briefly the mechanisms by
which nuclear weapons cause casualties.

“Immediate casualties are caused by three distinct aspects of nuclear
weapons :

( 1) thermal radiation can cause serious burns at levels as low as :1
2—5 cal/cm2;

(2) blast and dynamic wind can hurl missiles and will destroy many
structures at overpressures of 2—10 psi;

(3) nuclear radiation will cause immediate incapacitation with
3,000—10,000 rads.

“In addition to the immediate effects, long—term effects include:

• (1) nuclear radiation of 500 rads will ultimately cause death;

(2) fallout and rainout which can contaminate large areas with
radioactive debris.

• • “A Corps level simulation employing up to 28 weapons in the 100 KT
yield range is illustrat~d in Figure 1 • It suggests that thermal
protection of 50 cal/cm’ is required to reduce vulnerability to levels
comparable with blast and radiation.

“These simulations assume that the attack was a ‘surprise’ and that
• no one was able to ‘take shelter’ during the period of about one second

• duration of the thermal and nuclear radiation, or , prior to arrival of
the blast .

“The general trends of variation with weapon yield of these effects
is illustrated in Figure 2 for weapons in. the range 1 KT — 1 MT. Thermal
radiation effects dominate the threat to exposed personnel at yields

• greater than about 10 KT. ”
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Field Expedient Protective Measures.

“For avoidance of all three effects: thermal burns, blast, and
nuclear radiation, the single most important field expedient measure is

• effective protection against thermal radiation. Beyond the ‘core’ of
approximately a 2 km radius from a 100 KT low air burst, the predominant
casualty mechanism is thermal burns of exposed personnel. Burn

• casualties require extensive medical care, thus having a major impact on
combat effectiveness for corps casualty levels of 20—30% .

• “Conversely, shielding against thermal flash burns is the easiest to
achieve since a thin layer of opaque material can intercept the thermal
‘light ’ flash — even though that layer may ultimately be destroyed. Even
heavy smoke, rain or fog would provide substantial protection. Forests
or heavy vegetation would also be effective in reducing the thermal

• flux. However, ignition of’ these materials may be a serious problem. In
a tactical environment it is likely that any given target location will

• be alerted by a prior nuclear detonation at a more distant location.
This suggests that a large proportion of a corps level force could take

• cover from a pulse of weapons — if such shelter is nearby. For the
larger yield weapons the thermal flash duration of a weapon is
significant — about one second for 100 KT and five seconds at 1 MT. Thus
a prompt ‘reflex ’ action such as falling prone and shielding face and

• hands is advisable. Individual protective clothing might provide a
factor of 3—5 in thermal flux tolerance. It might also be worthwhile to
consider ‘thermal modifications’ of shelter halves, sleeping bags,
protective masks and gloves.

“Group protection is probably a more practical field expedient than
individual protection . This appears to be the kind of thinking behind
the Soviets ’ ~ 4P mechanized infantry combat vehicle. However , simple
thermal shelters , such as might be put on troop—carrying trucks , require
much less shielding than required for small arms fire .

“One concept is to replace certain existing vehicle canvas with a
cover which could be easily removed to provide a local group thermal
shelter. For example , it might take the form of an aluminum or
fiberglass half— cylinder about 8 feet in diameter and 12 feet long. When
properly anchored , and perhaps covered with dirt , it could also help
shield against missiles driven by blast winds as well as conventional
shell fragments . Depending on availability of earth moving equipment
and/or time for manual trenching , such shelters could facilitate
construction of ‘bunker complexes ’. Protection to blast levels of’ 10 psi
and factors of 5 for radiation appear achievable.

— i
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another example of a field expedient concept (is) an S

individual automatic smoke system for protection against thermal flash
H burns. This concept is based on the knowledge that it takes about a

second to deliver the thermal burn from a 100 KT blast. It is
• • questionable whether an unwarned individual can take any evasive action

in that interval. This is particularly true of people such as truck
• drivers whose movement options are limited.

“Suppose that it is possible to make a light, cheap, automatic sensor
of the prompt pulse in coincidence with the primary flash of light. This
detection could trigger the release of gas driven smoke jets (analogous

• to auto air bags). Within vehicles this could serve as a ‘shutter’ to
reflect or absorb the following thermal flash. (This is the same problem
as with tighter pilots.)

• “Suppose the principle is extended to place such a device in belts
• and/or helmets with multiple jets directed to surround soldiers with an

• • 
‘instant smoke screen. ’ The jet duration could be as long as the fi ve
second duration of a 1 MT burn so that smoke dispersed by wind would be
continually replaced . A dense smoke driven by a CO2 cartridge might be
effective in shielding individual soldiers from most of the thermal
flash.

“Such concepts are speculative , but they illustrate the possibility
of relatively simple protective devices .”

Organizational and Procedural Factors.

“Even without equipment changes, it seems probable the nuclear
vulnerability of personnel can change by a factor of two or three as a
result of options in behavior. One way to maintain operable personnel is
to keep them sheltered. Suppose one thinks in terms of well dug—in

• combat positions at a density such as in the Korean War, but being
• subjected to nuclear attacks. Because of troop safety considerations,

the attacker cannot be very close at the actual time of the burst. Thus,
if one keeps most of the people sheltered most of the time they can
survive to fight when the conventional forces attack. The procedure
might be implemented as a maximum allowable number being ‘outside’ at any
time except when actually required.

“Personnel in vehicles require special attention to field expedient
survival procedures. Sitting in the back of an open moving truck is
probably the worst possible location in that:

(1) You get maximum thermal radiation with minimum chance of getting
prone on the ground by reflex action .
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(2) The blast effect may roll the truck over at levels which• wouldn’t otherwise be much threat to an isolated individual. (It
• probably doesn ’t make much sense to put seat belts, air bags and roll

bars in the truck.)

(3) The truck driver may receive enough exposure through the windows
to lose control and wreck the truck.

• • “A p’ooedural policy when attack is imminent, requiring gloves,
protective masks and no exposed skin — just as in anticipation of
chemical attack — for drivers would lessen the problem.

“It is apparent that there are, indeed , a number of inexpensive
expedient methods that can be developed and implemented to mitigate the
effects of nuclear weapons, but more importantly our soldiers must be
trained in their effective use to the point of becoming a sixth sense.
Once this is achieved survivability becomes both. attainable and
believable. ”

Flash blindness may incapacitate troops during either daytime or
nighttime detonation of nuclear weapons. It is believed that retinal
damage will not be enhanced in those wearing night vision instruments,
however, flash blindness per se could temporarily disable large numbers
of troops. In this connection, the Ad Hoc Group wishes to note progress
made by the US Air Force in the development of protective treatment f or
lenses with substances that change almost instantly on flash exposure in
order to prevent eye damage from light.

The Air Force is currently producing a material for goggles which is
• issued to pilots and crew members for protection from flash blindness

caused at detonation of nuclear weapons. This material is called PLZT
and works on a molecular change basis in that it causes a reorientation
of the polarity of the molecules by application of a voltage.

The material will rotate the polarity of light as a function of the
voltage. The PLZT is placed between two wafers of orthogonally polarized
material. When the voltage is applied the polarity is changed to shut
out light. This change occurs within 150 microseconds. The open state
of the material is 22% and will close to an optical density of 4.

These goggles are provided in the helmet version to pilots, copilots,
tailgunners of the B—52 and to the boom operators of KC 135 tankers, as
well as all other crew members unable to “button up”. A smaller, lighter
version is under development for issue to tactical fighter crews.

These goggles currently cost about $3,000 a copy, including a
minicomputer with a feedback loop controlling the degree to which the

$ 
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system will reopen after exposure to the nuclear event. They can be used
at night and have been night—tested in all modes.

CONCLUSION. There are practical physical measures which can be applied
to provide protection to the soldier in the nuclear environment. These
relate to thermal and flash as well as to blast and radiation effects
which threaten the troops.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

• 1. The Ad Hoc Group recommends augmentation of efforts to develop
and evaluate physical protective measures , and that improvements be
incorporated promptly into troop equipment and training;

• 2. that there be established appropriate linkage of the Night Vision
Program of the Army and Flash Blindness Protection Program of the Air
Force;

3. that there be established an appropriate program or tasking to
develop means of providing and testing the usefulness of smoke in
flash/thermal protection . This should be linked with the DA program on
SMOKE ;

‘4. that there be established an appropriate linkage to the Chemical
Decontamination/Contamination Avoidance program of efforts to improve
field Nuclear Fallout Decontamination capability.

- • 
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Protection of’ Soldier.

b. Medical Measures.

1. Introduction.

The biomedical effects of radiation have been extensively
studied and are well—documented. This is particularly true of gamma
radiation while the biologic effects of neutron radiation have not been
as extensively studied. However, it appears that for practical purposes
the biomedical effects of neutrons are comparable with some exceptions.
For example, it appears that neutron radiation is associated with an
increased incidence of cataract formation by a factor of 10 over gamma
rays. Also, there is some evidence that neutrons are less effective in

• producing behavioral incapacitation than are gamma photons. On the other
hand, with respect to lethality or cancer induction, neutrons have
greater biological effectiveness.

• Aside from the foregoing observations, there are two key facts which
have emerged from studies in recent years that have important bearing on
the current Ad Hoc Group review report . The first is that the limiting
factor for survival of’ man appears to be approximately 1,000 rad total
body irradiation . Evidence from bone marrow transplantation studies in
leukemic human subjects revealed that radiation damage to lungs is the
limiting factor, relative to survival, rather than bone marrow damage as
was previously thought. Evidence has accumulated to indicate that the
severe acute illness from radiation is associated with release of
histamine. These observations provide some limits within which
guidelines for treatment may be established as well as pointing to areas
of needed research emphasis.

It should also be recalled that while emphasis here is placed on the
effects of radiation injury, there are complicating factors associated
with non—radiation effects of nuclear weapons, namely, burns, infection,
fractures and stress. It appears that these all interact and apparently
enhance the amount of damage from radiation significantly over that which
would occur f rom the same dose given to a normal, inactive subject.
Therefore , physical protective measures against blast and thermal effects
have a much greater importance than their induced injuries would have if
there were no associated radiation . It is of paramount importance ,
therefore , that field measures be devised and utilized to provide
protection against the non-radiation forces released on the detonation of
nuclear weapons . This aspect of protection has been considered in the
preceding section of this report.
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2. Prophylactic drug.~
Some years ago there was an R&D program at the WRAIR which

was directed toward the systematic development of drugs that would be
protective against radiation injury. That program produced a number of’
candidate compounds , which provided 1 or 2 LD50 protection in
experimental animals. At the time, this degree of protection was not
considered significant enough—-an opinion which was probably influenced
by the then—existing belief that nuclear weapons would be used , if at
all, in a strategic manner with massive “over—kill” doses of radiation.
The recent emergence of the concept for tactical use of nuclear weapons
poses new conditions and new requirements which need to be considered.
Thus, even 1 or 2 LD50 prophylaxia from drugs, along with other measures
noted in this report, may be additive to the point of decisiveness on the
field.

Review of’ the WRAIR program reveals that the protective compounds had
a serious drawback in that they were effectivu only when injected. They
were not absorbed when administered orally. Obviously, in a field

• • situation, prophylactic medications should be effective when taken by
• mouth, so that they could be taken by the individual soldier himself.

Fortunately, in the interim since the program at WRAIR was discontinued ,
there have been new developments in pharmaceutical technology which give
promise that such compounds can be made to be absorbable following oral
administration.

The Ad Hoc Group recommends resumption of the drug program along the
• • following lines. The program should incorporate newer pharmacologic

methodology and should explore additional compounds to those derived from
the earlier efforts.

In this connection , a recent study was based on the hypothesis that
histamine—termina l peptides might exhibit radioprotective activity.1
Initial tests with the simplest such compound (glycylhistamine
dihydrochioride) demonstrated significant protection when given
intraperitoneally or subcutaneously to mice exposed to 850 R. Oral tests
of the compound were not reported. The compound was not significantly
toxic to mice. Thus, more extensive studies of glycylhistamine and other
prooamine analogs are warranted. It is also recommended that some tests
be repeated with those compounds already shown to provide some protection
-—and that the histology of lungs as well as other organs be included in
the studies. The question which needs to be addressed is whether 1 or 2
LD~0 (or more) drug protection applies to all tissues and organs, or isselective, for example, to protect bone marrow or lungs, or the
gastrointestinal tract.

1 Peck, M.L., et al.: Radioprotective Potential and Chelating
Properties of’ Glycyihistamine, An Analog of Histamine Terminal Peptides
Found in Bee Venom. Toxicon, 16:690—694, 1978.
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3. Prophylactic diet.

• That dietary constituents may play a significant protective
role against the effects of radiation h~s been experimentally
demp~strated by Canadian investigators.~ Rats were exposed to 700 rads
of ouco gamma irradiation. Only 1 of 16 rats fed the usual food pellets
survived this dose of radiation and the mean survival time was 9 days.
In contrast , 11 of 15 rats fed an experimental elemental diet for a week
before irradiation survived, and the mean survival time was 59 days. It
was of no value to begin the experimental diet after the irradiation
exposure. It appeared that the experimental elemental diet was
associated with an enhanced cellular proliferation in the blood-forming
tissues and also a better response to antigen stimulation.

It is recommended , therefore, that this finding be tested for
• validity , and if confirmed, further exploration of this and other

experimental diets be undertaken. This effort should be linked with the
Army R&D Nutrition activities at Natick——and indeed current troop rations
could (should) be assessed in this regard as well.

A dietary constituent, namely Vitamin E, has also been demonstrated
-to provide some radioproteotive effect in experimental animals.3 This
study was based on the knowledge that radiation damage to tissues is
partially mediated through formation of ~free radicals. Since Vitamin E
is a free radical scavenger, it was tested for its ability to protect
against the lethal effect of total body irradiation in mice. There were
some important dose relationships , but the findings were suggestive thatr Vitamin B should be studied further for its potential value in lessening
the toxicity of acute radiation exposure.

‘4. Treatment after Radiation Injury.

(a) Delay of Onset and/or Suppression of Symptoms.

Once a soldier has been exposed to radiation, what can
be done in the way of treatment? It will be recalled that radiation does

• its greatest damage to rapidly proliferating tissues, such as the bone
marrow and the epithelium of the gastrointestinal tract. The radiation

2 Pageau, R., Lallier, R.; and Bounous, 0.: Systemic Protection
Against Radiation. I. Effect of an Elemental Diet on Hematopoietic and
Immunologic Systems in the Rat. Rad. Res., 62(2):357—363, 1975.

• 3 Londer , H.N. and Myers C.E.: Radioprotective Effect of Vitamin B.
Clin. Res., 26:28’4A, 197~ (April).
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damage to these tissues, then, leads to nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea
and to anemia, bleeding, and infeotion. The more acute symptomatic
effects occur on the gastrointestinal system and they may quickly
incapacitate the exposed soldier. The principal symptoms are nausea,
vomiting, and diarrhea. Their onset and severity are to a considerable

• degree dose—related and may be expected to occur within the first few
hours of exposure . These effects would obviously interfere promptly with
soldier and unit performance. Thus, it would be of considerable
importance to mission accomplishment if these attacks could be prevented
or , if not prevented , at least- ameliorated and delayed in onset .

• Regrettably, there is little understanding as to the mechanisms by which
nausea and vomiting are induced.

Nevertheless, a good deal of information is available which provides
a reasonable basis for the e~pirical biomedical response to radiation-

• 
• injury. Glasstone and Dolan have concisely summarized the initial,

latent, and final phases of illness induced by radiation as follows:

“No single source of data directly yields the relationship between
the physical dose of ionizing radiation and the clinical effect in man.

• Individuals receiving acute whole-body doses of ionizing radiation may
• show certain signs and symptoms of illness. The time interval to onset

of these symp toms , their severity, and their duration generally depend on
the amount of radiation absorbed, although there may be significant
variations among individuals. Within any given dose range, the effects
manifested can be divided conveniently into three time phases: initial,
latent, and final.

“During the initial phase , exposed individuals may experience nausea,
vomiting, headache, dizziness, and a generalized feeling of illness. The

• onset time decreases and the severity of these symptoms iocreases with
increasing dose. During the latent phase, exposed individuals will
experience few, if any, symptoms and most ~kely will be able to perform
useful tasks. The final phase is characterized by illnes3 that requires
hospitalization of people receiving the higher doses. I’-i addition to the
recurrence of the symptoms noted during the initial phase, skin
hemorrhages , diarrhea, and loss of hair may appear, and , at higher doses,
seizures and prostration may occur. The final phase is consummated by
recovery or death.

“With the foregoing in mind , Table 12.108 is presented as the best
available summary of the effects of various whole—body dose ranges of
ionizing radiation on human beings. Results of radiological studies are
generally reported in terms of the (VERTICAL ) midline tissue dose in
rads. This dose is lower than the dose that would be measured by

‘4 Glasstone, S. and Dolan, P.J. Eds.: Effects of Nuclear Weapons,
Revised edit. DA Pamphlet 50—3, 1977 .
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instruments (and the dose that would be absorbed by tissue) near the
surface of the body by a factor that depends upon the energy of the
radiation and the size of the individual. . . .For consistency, the data
in Table 12.108 are the dose (in rems) equivalent to the absorbed doses

• (in rads) in tissue at the surface of the individual. For gamma rays ,
these absorbed doses are essentially equal to the exposures in
roentgens. For nuclear weapons radiation , the midline tissue dose for
average size adults would be approximately 70% of the doses in the
table.”5

As noted above, it is now recognized that histamine which is released
consequent to irradiation plays a major role in the systemic
manifestations of radiation injury. In this regard, it may also be noted
that it has long been known that histamine will induce gastric acid
secretion and this knowledge has been utilized to devise a test for the
determination of gastric acid production in certain clinical conditions.

• It has also been known that widely used “antihistamine” drugs do not
block or prevent this effect of histamine on gastric secretion . Research
in recent years has produced evidence that there are at least two types
of receptors for histamine in the body. The sites which conventional
“antihistamine” drugs affect are now designated “Hi receptors,” and those
in the gastric mucosa are “H2”. Of importance to this report is the fact
that several new drugs are available which block the 112 receptors of
histamine and could, therefore, inhibit gastric secretion that would
normally ensue from histamine released in the irradiated situation. What
is not known is whether the blocking of 112 receptors will affect
radiation—induced nausea and vomiting. The Ad Hoc Group recommends that
112 blocking drugs be evaluated in experimental animals for possible
ameliorative action on both the systemic and gastric effects of histamine.
The two most widely used 112 receptor antagonists are cimetidine• (TagametR) and metiamide. These are effective orally and their use in a

• field situation would be feasible. Still another experimental drug,
“Nabilone” (Eli Lilly & Co) has been found in relation to cancer
chemotherapy to provide protection fgom vomiting which appears to be
better than other anti—nausea drugs.

Another pharmacologic group, namely the prostaglandins, also need to
be explored for potential usefulness in connection with the
gastrointestinal effects of radiation. There is evidence that
prostaglandin inhibition of gastric secretion is not related to
interference with the 112 receptor.

7 Thus, the possibility that there may
be additive or synergistic effects of these newer compounds needs to be
evaluated as well.

5 See footnote preceding page.
6 Montgomery, B . J . :  High Interest in Medical ~Jses of Marijuana andSynthetic Analogues . JANA , 240 ( 1’4 ): 1469— 1’4 7 0, 1978. (Sep 29)
7 Wo].].in, A.; Code, C.F.; and Dousa, T.P.: Evidence of Separate
Histamine and Prostaglandin Sensitive Adenylate Cyclases (AC) in Guinea -

• Pig Gastric Mucosa. Clin. Res., 23:260A , 1974. (Apr)
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• Diarrhea associated with radiation injury may also be mitigated by
medical means. Experimental evidence suggests that certain resins,

• e.g., sequestrene (QuestranR) and oholestyramine, will bind bile acids
which ar associated with diarrhea, including diarrhea from radiation
injury.

The Ad Hoc Study Group recommends that efforts be undertaken to
evaluate these and other drugs for their ability to suppress or delay
onset of nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea consequent to radiation injury.

• It would seem that much relevant information could be obtained by an
active liaison with civilian medical radiation treatment centers.
However, on direct question the Director of the AFRRI indicated that DNA
does not permit such liaison arrangements. This issue should be resolved
in order that incidental but important clinical information obtained in
civilian medical studies may be made available in timely fashion to the
military medical services.

(b) Medical Treatment to Correct Consequences of Bone
Marrow Damage from Radiation.

Destruction of bone—marrow cells leads to marked
decrease in white blood cells (leukocytes), platelets, and later of the
red blood cells. The full blown clinical picture may include anemia,
bleeding manifestations, and infections as a result of radiation damage.

Advances in blood banking technology provide prospect for replacement
transfusions of red blood cells (to correct anemia), platelets (to stop
bleeding) and white blood cells (to combat infectious complications).

• The Medical Department of the Navy has provided leadership in the
development of technology for the freezing of red blood cells, allowing
indefinite storage, and availability in acute, emergency situations.
Progress is rapidly being made also in the application of freezing
technology to the preservation of white blood cells and platelets.

Availability of ample supplies of frozen blood cell components will
be essential to prompt medical support of radiation injured soldiers.

It is recommended that R&D support for the freezing and storage of
blood components be continued and integrated into the medical and
logistical plans for the support of combat forces which have suffered
radiation injury.

• 

• 
8 (a) Berk, R.N. and Seay, D.G.: Cholerheic Enteropathy as a Cause of

Diarrhea and Death in Radiation Enteritis and Its Prevention with• Cholestyramine. Radiol., 104 :153— 156 , July 1972.
• (b ) Parkinson , T.M. and Drake, N.A.: Protection Against
• Gastrointestinal Effects of Whole—Body X—Irradiation by a Bile

J Acid Sequestrant in Rats. Experimentia, 28:553—55’4, 1972.
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Other medical advances raise the possibility that bone—marrow
transplantation may provide restoration of marrow function- Although

• this is technically feasible , bone—marrow transplantation as now
• performed is not a practical solution to this problem. Somewhat less

than ‘400 bone—marrow transplants have been done in the US civilian
medical community since inception of the program. Matching tests to find
suitable donors and other requirements are such that transplantation has

r to be individualized. Even in the most experienced hands, obtaining the
donor marrow alone requires some two hours time in the operating room,
and overnight hospitalization of the donor. It is highly unlikely that
the technology could be logistically adapted to a mass casualty
situation-—as one would anticipate from tactical employment of nuclear
weapons. Thus, some further possibilities should be explored. For
example, recent developments suggest other promising approaches to

• bone—marrow restoration following radiation injury from combat exposure
to tactical nuclear weapons. There are two lines of investigation that
should be examined:

(1) The first is an extension of cryogenic efforts to preserve
• 

• bone—marrow for indefinite periods—-from individuals at risk——for
• subsequent administration. This is already technically feasible and has
• • been utilized successfully both in radiation injured animals and in

patients with cancer. This approach would require collection and storage
of bone—marrow from individual soldiers at a time prior to their

• deployment. The bone-marrow would be stored frozen in a safe depot, for
use in the same soldier •at any subsequent time it might be needed.
(Autogeneic bone—marrow transplantation.) Although there are obvious

• logistical factors to be assessed in connection with this approach, they
• 

• do not appear as formidable as those which attend bone-marrow
transplantation from other donors--especially under mass casualty
situations. It is recommended , therefore , that researãh on bone—marrow
preservation be incorporated into the over—aU medical effort to improve
the medical support of the soldier exposed to radiation injury on the
battlefield. As a corollary , it is recommended that comparative
logistical costs and medical outcome -tests be undertaken through
war-gaming scenarios involving various circumstances of radiation injury.

(2) A longer term area of research promise is that which is
directed to the identification, isolation, and in vitro growth of “stem
cells” from human bone marrow. Since these cells give rise to all of the
normal blood cellular elements, it is theoretically attractive to pursue
their production In the expectation that cultures could be grown to
supply bone—marrow regeneration capacity to large numbers of individuals.
Even though this avenue of investigation might be fruitful, there is
still the possible drawback that immune mechanisms will react to the stem
cells and cause either “rejection” of the cells by the recipient’s body
tissues or a “graft vs host” reaction where the stem cell derivatives
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might produce antibodies against the recipient’s tissues. Although
testing of this approach is not currently feasible, it is recommended
that it be closely monitored and supported within the total nuclear

• medical R&D effort.

CONCLUSION.

There are several medical measures which could afford some
protection of soldiers to the effects of irradiation. These include

• dietary constituents and drugs for reducing radiation injury effects. In
• addition , there are potentially useful medical approaches to the

prevention, delay, or amelioration of acute symptoms associated with
radiation injury, that is, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. For delayed
severe radiation injury to the bone marrow, medical developments offer
promise for survival from bone—marrow transplantation, along with
improvements in blood banking support of such patients with red blood
cell, white blood cell, and platelet transfusions. The more severe the
radiation injury, the less likely becomes survival, and the more complex
becomes the treatment effort while the logistical burden of therapy

• increases exponentially.

• Thus, physical measures to protect soldiers should be maximized
at all times. Medical support and prophylactic measures should, however,

• also be maintained at their highest possible level. Even so, the combat
situation may result in radiation exposure with which the commander and
his troops will need to contend in the performance of their mission. The
medical measures that are available or potentially available will, to a
considerable extent, help delimit the amount of exposure that would be
“acceptable” to mission accomplishment.

• RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. It is not possible to estimate the military impact that would
result from the various aspects of medical efforts to increase radiation
protection of the soldier. For this reason, the Ad Hoc Group recommends
incorporation of biomedical factors in a variety of scenarios in order to
arrive at a more meaningful assessment of such factors. The findings
should be useful for planning purposes and to assist in ordering
priorities of the military bio—medical R&D effort.

2. Similar scenarios should be directed toward assessment of
trade—offs which will result from avoidance, alleviation, and
decontamination of fall—out effects , and of these parameters in
combinations with biomedical factors.
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3. The prophylactic drug program should be resumed and maintained
along the lines described herein.

4. The prophylactic potential of dietary factors should be explored
• and this should be linked with the programs of the Army Nutrition

Laboratory.

5. Medications should be developed to delay onset or suppress acute
responses of radiation injury——namely , nausea , vomiting, and diarrhea.
Some candidate drugs are suggested.

6. In order to establish the safety of drugs to be employed as in ‘4 - :
and 5 above, at some point in the R.D.T.& E. of preventive, protective,
or treatment measures , it becomes necessary to utilize human subject
volunteers. For this reason, it is recommended that a DA or DOD level
“Human Use Committee” be established to provide criteria for protocols,
safety factors , monitoring of studies for compliance, and assurance of
informed consent of participant volunteers as well as consideration of
the moral and ethical aspects involved.

7. Much relevant information to 5 above could and should be obtained
through an active liaison with civilian medical radiation treatment
centers . ( The Director of the AFERI has indicated--that DNA does not
permit such liaison arrangements.) This kind of information can only be
obtained from human subjects. The mechanism by which such information is
to be obtained would need to be approved by the “Human Use Committee”
recommended in 6 above .

8. It is recommended that R&D for the cryopreservation of blood

F 
components be continued and integrated into the medical and logistical

• plans for the support of combat forces which have suffered radiation
injury. (This should be coordinated with the Dept. of Navy Blood

• Preservation Research Program.) -

9. It is further recommended that research on bone—marrow
• preservation and transplantation be incorporated into the overall effort

to improve medical support of the soldier exposed to radiation injury on
the battlefield. (This should also be coordinated with the Dept. of Navy
Blood Preservation Research Program.)

10. As a corollary , it is recommended that comparative assessments
be made of the logistical costs/burden and medical outcome of blood/blood
products transfusions and bone—marrow transplantation in forward areas vs
prompt evacuation of radiation—injured troops to designated treatment
sites.
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• :: Dosimetry .

• Useful dosimetry is the key to analysis of the radiation situation
and appropriate response , whether military or medical and whether it
applies to the individual, the unit or area.

The Ad Hoc Group finds that there is need for a major effort to
improve and field individual, unit, and area dosimeters of radiation
activity. Most civilian emphasis has naturally been directed to the
production of dosimeters that detect minute amounts of radiation and warn
against low level exposure. These also have their usefulness in certain
military settings, but would not be sufficiently informative in a nuclear
combat environment. For the latter situation, the need is for dosimeters
that give gross readings indicative of dangerous exposure——up to
incapacitiating levels. Measurement of selected levels of radiation
exposure would provide the basis for Command and medical decisions
regarding individual and unit disposition, movement, evacuation, and so
on. In this regard, the Ad Hoc Group learned that a dosimeter system for

• determining neutron dosage received by human beings was developed ,
- 

• tested, and patented by the US Government in 1966. (Appendix C) The
• instrument was portable, relatively inexpensive, and capable of rapid and

field operation. It is recommended by the Ad Hoc Group that this and
other radiation dosimetry instrumentation be reviewed, assessed and
further developed if necessary for utilization in the field.

Area dosimetry is also badly needed, especially for the coumander of
• troops in the nuclear battlefield. Lacking to date has been the

capability to provide to Command at or near real—time intelligence
regarding radiation activity, its nature, amount, and distribution. In
this connection the Ad Hoc Group believes that there are several recent

• hardware developments that are very promising in this regard: Fallout
can now be measured and mapped to terrain in near real—time with
equipment carried by helicopter or light aircraft. A prototype of such a
system exists in the Department of Energy’s NEST/SANDS equipment. This
capability needs to be rapidly developed and adapted for field use. It
has obvious implications with respect to Command decisions regarding
troop disposition, lines of movement——e.g., for avoidance of heavy
radiation fallout, etc. Important progress is also being made in the
development of the data base and methodology which could provide the
field Commander with greater predictive capability with meteorological
data including rainout at or near real—time. The major effort in this
program is that known as The Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability
sponsored by ERDA.~ (Appendix D) This program, too, needs prompt

• integration and development for its potential contribution of timely
information for decision—making by the Commander.

1 Dickerson, M.H. and Orphant, R.C.: Atmospheric Release Advisory
Capability. Nuclear Safety , 17:281—2 89 , 1976 (May—June ) .
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CONCLUSION. Appropriate dosimetry is crucial to analysis of the
radiation factor in a combat situation. The Ad Hoc Group finds that
there is need for a major effort to improve and field individual, unit
and area dosimeters of radiation activities. Some promising possi-
bilities are cited.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. It is recommended that high priority be given to further
development of radiation dosimetry instrumentation for utilization in the
field.

2. Fallout can now be measured and mapped to terrain in near
real-time with airborne equipment. A prototype system exists in the
Department of Energy’s NEST/SANDS equipment. It is recommended that this

• capability be rapidly developed and adapted for field use.

:
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Warsaw Pact Nation Concept of Protection

As noted in the seotion on Threat, both the United States and the
Soviet Union possess a variety of nuclear weapons and delivery systems
which are available for use in Western Europe. Reviews of Soviet
doctrine suggest that nuclear attacks may be used to “soften up” areas
designated for “breakthrough” operations and to attack priority rear area
targets such as nuclear storage facilities and headquarters units. Also,
the sophisticated level at which Soviet forces are trained and equipped
in chemical warfare indicates that they are prepared to survive and
effectively wage war ‘In an integrated chemical—nuclear environment. It
is of relevant interest , therefore , to consider information regarding
nuclear protection measures for troops in Warsaw Pact countries.

The German Democratic Republic Handbook “Nuclear Weapons and
• Protection Against Nuclear Weapons” provides some insight into their

understanding of the hazards of nuclear warfare, and of the status of
their efforts to protect their military personnel or to minimize the
assr-~iated casualty effects. The following excerpts from the Handbook

• will serve to illustrate their views and efforts in this connection:
“Thus, it was established, that for an instantaneous radiation burden,
the lethal dose (LD100) is 600R. For a uniform distribution over one
month, on the other hand, the lethal dose is about 1500R.

“Since the general biological effects of residual nuclear radiation
have already been described in section 5.3.3.2, in connection with the
immediate nuclear radiation, there is no need to study these questions

• once more.

• “Table 7.17 gives the maximum permissible nuclear radiation doses,
(MPD) for external radiation as a function of the duration of combat
operations in the activated areas. These values must be interpreted as
being such t hat if maintained, no immediate casualties have to be
expected through radiation diseases. However, the idea that in such
cases it is a question of ‘harmless’ radiation doses is wrong because it
is directly opposed to the requirement that each combat mission be
undertaken with the minimum radiation burden , and also because it does
not correspond to the biological position.

“Conserving the forces of the troops assumes that in every situation
all available possibilities of protection against external radiation is
utilized to the maximum extent . The purpose is not merely not to exceed
prescribed highest doses, but rather to retain as far as possible below
the maximum permissible doses.
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• Table 7.17 — Maximum permissible nuclear doses (MPD) for combat conditions

Conditions of the radiation effect MPD

For single absorption in 14 days up to 50R
For repeated absorption in 10 days up to 100R

in 3 months up to 200R
in 1 year up to 300R

Remark: The maximum permissible nuclear radiation doses defined for
longer periods assume that the doses fixed for the shorter
periods are not exceeded.

• “These goals are achieved with both technical and semistrategic
measures, which are referred to here, as a whole, as field measures of
protection against nuclear radiation, even though they are naturally,
essentially measures of protection against weapons of mass destruction in
general, and it is possible to define clear limits between it and the
other measures of protection.”

Pages 6141—659 quoted from the same document follow:*

8. Protection against Nuclear Weapons as Integral Part of the
Protection of Troops against Mass Destruction Weapons.

8.1. Summary of the most Important Protective Mea~sures for Troops
against Nuclear Weapons.

“In the Introduction to the text—book, it had been stated that
• protection of troops against nuclear weapons is an integral part of the 

I

protection of troops against mass destruction weapons and must be
organized in all types of combat, and in any situation, with the purpose
of preventing the use of mass destruction weapons, reducing the effects
of enemy attacks, maintaining or rapidly restoring combat fitness of
troops and securing the accomplishment of the combat mission.

• Beoause of poor reproducibility, the material has been re-typed. Some
spelling and punctuation corrections were made, and actual graphs are
omitted because of lack of clarity——however , the legends are shown to
provide information as to the scnpe of the data given.
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“It may be seen from this definition of purpose that there is only
one protection of troops against mass destruction weapons, whose

• planning, organization and implementation is the mission and work of all
commanders and staffs, as well as all branches of the armed forces, even
before the enemy has begun to use them.

“Securing constant protection of troops against mass destruction
weapons is a most creative task, requiring thorough evaluation of the
situation, ability for quick decision, a show of great initiative, and
without any regular model.

• 
- 

“The practice, which is still partly followed , of dividing the
protective measures for troops against mass destruction weapons into
so—called act•ive and passive ones is, for the least, inconvenient because
it does not give due importance to each individual measure, and above

• all, wrong in its fundamental orientation.

“The most important measures of protection against nuclear weapons
for troops is given once again in the form of summary and survey in Table

• 8.1. However, since these measures have already been described in detail
in the previous sections, there is no need for further statements.

“The external- conditions and phenomena of a missile warfare lead to
extraordinary high psychological, moral and physical burdens for the

• commanders, staffs and troops, caused by the simultaneous effect of a
number of causes. These include sudden and great changes in the

• situation as a result of enemy attacks with mass destruction weapons,
results in total losses, forced stay in areas with high dose rates,

• necessity for quick decisiona even without an overall picture of the new
situation, repeated and long operation with protective equipment and many
other problems discussed in the previous sections.

Table 8.1 Review of the most important protective measures for troops
against nuclear weapons.

Measures Essence of Measures

Timely reconnaissance ——coordinated, continous use of all
of enemy’s preparation for use reconnaissance units of the branches
of mass destruction weapons, of the services, special troops and
and prevention of their use. services;

——reconnaissance of shifting , or move-
ment and firing of nuclear weapon
launching equipment , sites of prepar—
ation of nuclear charges;
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• --immediate destruction of objects
detected , using all available means,

F such as missile units and artillery,
air force, special reconnaissance and

I 
destruction units.

Prior determination of activated ——evaluating the actual possibilities
area, and specification of areas of use of nuclear weapons by the enemy

• in which extensive destruction, on the basis of the actual situation
fires, and floods occur when ~nuclear weapon launching equipment
nuclear weapons are used. ranges, detonation intensities,

explosion types, targets);
——possibilities of causing in particular,
ground and underground explosions

• (nature of operations, weather
situation, areas where nuclear mines

- 

- 

- are laid, nuclear radiation position to
be expected) ;

--evaluating particularly dangerous
directions and areas (cities, forests,
dams, lake areas, impracticahle
sections of the terrain, sections of
introduction and deployment of 2
echelons and reserve, forcing(?)
sections, etc).

——consideration of the consequences of
• the evaluation of the situation when
• making decisions and assigning missions

to troops;
--foresight in evaluation of the effects
of enemy ’s nuclear attacks on the
accomplishment of the assigned
missions, and range of measures to
eliminate the consequences.

Continuous organization and —-constant reconnaissance of the most
implementation of reconnaisance important areas, sections, marching

routes and directions by structural and
non—structural nuclear radiation and
chemical agents reconnaissance units;

——establishing essential points of
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reconnaissance, proper distribution of
forces and equipment, timely assignment
of missions to the reconnaissance
forces, securing stable guidance and
connections;

——undertaking calculation of probable
radiation burden of troops.

Timely warning to troops and ——utilization of connections and means
services behind the lines of of communications;
activation ——establishing uniform signals and

sequence for transmission of warnings;
-—foresight in evaluation of direction of

• propagation of radioactive explosion
products;

—-timely transmission and evaluation of
reconnaissance data on the nuclear
radiation situation.

Decentralization and camouflage ——complete utilization of available area
of troops and services behind for accommodation and deployment of
the lines troops;

——maintenance of required distances
• • spacing and safety distances;

-—prevention of non-authorized concentra-
• tion of troops when introducing the 2nd
• echelon and reserves in river crossing

and at road junctions;
——implementation of measures of
camouflage, apparent concentration
areas; concealment of troop movements,
making use of the night for regrouping,
limiting time of stay;

Changing the quarters of the ——disorientation of enemy reconnaissance
troops, air force bases, and by concealed arrangements of troops,

• position of ships and very versatile operations;
—-study of possibilities of enemy recon—
naissance and removal of troops from
dangerous areas;

——irregular changing of quarters, bases
and position
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Use of personal protective —-ensuring a high level of protection
equipment, and utilization of training and constant readiness for use
the properties of the combat of protective equipment; utilization
vehicles, terrain and shelters of the terrain to accommodate troops

and for movement on the battlefield;
remaining in combat vehicles, positions
and shelters.

Preparation of troops for -—evaluating possible changes according
maneuvers and engineering layout to terrain of effects of nuclear enemy
of areas occupied by troops attacks (possibility of negotiating

F 
roads and paths, bridges, possible
flood and fire areas, etc);

——reconnaissance of street and path
system , implementing repair works ,
reinforcing the bearing capacity of
bridges, camouflage of roads and paths;

--construction of positions and shelters
(protective units) and constant
increase of the degree of protection
units with maximum use of natural
possibilities of protection of the
terrain, the built up area, etc.

Correct operations in ——strict observance of protective measures
• activated areas and rules of behavior while in the
• activated terrain;

.~ limitation of time of stay in zones of
high dose rate or detour around such
zones, or waiting for the radiation to
attc iuate before passing through them.

Undertaking dosimetry and ——constant prior calculation of troop
nuclear radiation monitoring radiation burden to be expected;

regular evaluation of dosimetry
(measurement, detection, evaluation of
possible effects on combat fitness,
conclusion about further use;

——recording of immediate reports for high
dose absorption or daily total reports
according to orders;
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* 
——undertaking nuclear radiation monitoring

after leaving an activated area or
• ~: after complete deactivation;
• 

~~- ——regular checking of troop supplies;
such as provisions, water , clothing and
equipment for possible activation
(taking of samples, carrying out
laboratory tests).

Carrying out hygiene and --preventing incorporation of radioactive• prophylactic measures substances (restricting use of captured
provisions, local supplies, water taken
from unauthorized source, etc);

——undertaking strict rationing of water
and provisions;

——administration of radiation protection
agents.

Timely and constant supply ——establishing sequence and main points
of protective equipment to of supply;
troops ——time, type and place of supply;

——st orage of troop supplies and reserves;
——use of local means after authorization.

• Rapid elimination of the (this question was studied separately in
consequence of enemy’s use section 8.2.)
of mass destruction means

“Taking into consideration the fact that troop direction is above all
the directing of men, and even in the most complicated situations, unity
of political and military direction must be assured, the protection of
troops against mass destruction means cannot be considered merely as a
sum of individual measures , decision and orders, but it must be
understood, and hence can be planned , organized and carried out only on
the basis of a concrete and purposeful political work in combat. Here it
must be recalled that constant and direct threat to life may cause
individual reactions such as fear and thought inhibition, combined with a
decrease in physical fitness, as well as collective reactions such as
anxiety and panic.

• •  65
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• “Among the factors limiting the possibilities of panic, the
political—moral condition of the troops and knowledge of the justness of
the cause for which they are fighting , assumes the first place.
Nevertheless , a concrete knowledge of the danger, as well as the counter
measures to be undertaken, also play an important role.

“Hence the troops must be prepared for the requirements of a missile
warfare. In this connection, inadmissible simplifications are just as
harmful as uncritical considerations. There is no need to have a more
detailed basis for the fact that narrow limits are imposed on the
training for visualization and presentation of a missile war launched by
the imperialists. However, great importance must be given to training

• and preparation of troops in near—combat conditions. Its implementation
would require above all:

——securing a high theoretical training level;

——a consistent struggle against simplifications and easier combat
training;

——the realization of the fact that practical exercise cannot be
considered as the only criterion;

-—the consideration of the basic laws and norms of troop protection

F against mass destruction weapons not merely as quantitative requirements,
but also the qualitative need;

—— to make maximum utilization of the training base and time for
training in near—combat conditions;

——create constantly, during the entire training, complicated initial
situations, whose mastery will require the highest physical and ‘1
psychological requirements.

“Only the rigid spur of political motivation for combat missions and
military mastery will guarantee the accomplishment of the military
mission. This political—moral training promotes not for the least the
collective adjustment of every member of the Army , forms qualities of
character and will, and assures the superiority of the personality of the
socialist soldier. In this connection, prominent importance should be
given to decisiveness, self-control, and confidence in victory in all
superiors, and the effect of their example in every situation, which
would act as a stimulus to the subordinates ’ operations . The need of
psychological preparation is to overcome the demoralizing effects of the
surroundings in combat and the man-equipment problem. An important goal
is to develop an active behavior , i.e., to prevent any passive , patient
and long—suffering attitude. In this respect, the relationship of trust •
between superior and subordinates is essential. It must b’e deve’oped to
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such an extent that even in complicated situations the subordinate is
convinced that the superior is doing all in his power to achieve victory
over the enemy, maintain readiness for combat of all the troops under
him, and avoid meaningless sacrifice.

“These psychological aspects must be considered by creating
situations as realistic as possible in combat training. Hence , those

- 
• - practical elements requiring continuous mastery of fear and anxiety, are

- 
• of great educational value . This is possible without creating really

dangerous situations in combat training if required safety and protective
measures are implemented and maintained consistently, and these

- - requirements correspond to the training level.

“In conclusion, it may be stated that the following steps be taken to
secure high level of training of troops in matters of protection against
mass destruction means:

——utilize all possibilities of politico—moral influences being imbued
in training;

——de velop ingenuity in creating or describing situations coming close
to those of modern combat;

——give systematic training in all rapid and ‘autometized’ maneuvers
and operations in combat.

Test questions

fl 8.1 Name and discuss the most important protective measures against
nuclear weapons.

8.2 Why is protection against nuclear weapons an essential component of
protection against mass destruction weapons as a whole?

8.3 On the basis of Table 8.1, attempt tO work out a few basic points
for the protection of troops against nuclear weapons acoorøing to
the different types of combat. Why is it not correct to speak of
peculiarities in this connection?

8.~4 What is the meaning of “implementation of unity of political and
military direction” in conditions of use of mass destruction weapons
by the enemy?

F 8.5 What personal conclusions did you draw for your own work from the
study of problems of nuclear weapons, and protection against them?

8.6 How far is it possible and necessary to create the basis for a
general successful implementation of protection of troops against
nuclear weapons in the training of commanders, staffs and troops?
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8.2. Duties of commanders and staff in the evaluation of the P

position after nuclear attacks by the enemy, and in organizing and
implementing the elimination of consequences. The main duty of
commanders and staffs , even after enemy nuclear attacks, is to secure
continued accomplishment of the combat missions. To what extent this is - 

-

• possible depends naturally on the rca]. effects of the enemy’s actual
nuclear attacks.

“By a thorough evaluation, directed to essential points of the
• situation , the necessary assumptions must be secured to restore combat

fitness of the units and platoons affected within the shortest possible

L 
period.

“Eliminating the consequences of nuclear attacks by the enemy
includes in particular:

——restoring troop direction ;

——rescue work, medical treatment, and removal of wounded;

——special treatment (deactivation and sanitary treatment);

——clearance and reorganization of the marching routes, restoring or
- • building of shelters and obstacles as well as extinguishing and

containing fires impeding troop operations ;

——nuclear radiation monitoring and dosimetry;

——deactivation of troop supplies especially provision and treatment
of water.

- 
I “Restoring troop direction is the requisite and basic condition for

the solution of all further problems. This is because, among other
things, after an enemy nuclear attack, the situation is not as a rule
clear, and incoming reports and information may be contradictory.

• Nevertheless the decisions of commanders and staffs cannot wait until
there is complete survey of the situation, nor can the assignment of
missions. Hence, in such a position, all considerations, estimates, and
calculations must be based on the most unfavorable version.

“Taking into account the combat missions assigned to the troops, the
enemy’s operations, the position of the troops at the time of the attack,
the actual terrain and meteorological conditions, the commanders and
staffs must evaluate the probable losses, possible psychological effects
on the units affected directly or indirectly , because of shock and panic ,
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- as well as terrain—dependent effects of nuclear explosion and their
influence on the fulfi].j.ment of the combat missions. How far this is
possible depends on the available initial data. If no information is at •

hand, preliminary estimates must be made on the basis of a ground
explosion .

“It had been stated , that under conditions, the terrain—dependent
effects of nuclear explosions can be very great. This includes not only
large and highly activated craters, but also surface fires, debris zones,
road blocks, floods because of dyke breaks and river damming, valleys and

- • gullies becoming impracticable.

- “The evaluation of these problems will give not only results for the
- consequences for the further course of the combat, but also affect the
- 

• 
extent and complexity of the rescue works to be undertaken.

- “Further difficulties arise when intense terrain activation must
- also be expected .

I 
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- (Figure 8.1)

Fig. 8.1 Radii of the destruction zones as
• as function of the state of protection (~ )

atmospheric explosion; (E)—ground explosion;
• if the difference in the destruction radii

is low , both values are combined.

- - 
- a. destruction zone radii/km b. area of destruction

zone/Ian2 c. detonation intensity/kg d. outside shelters
(I..) e. outters (E) f. in trenches (L&E) g. tank crews
(L&E) h. in underground light shelters i. in underground
shelters of heavy type.

“Because of the justified assumption that the enemy will always seek

• to exploit to the maximum extent the results of the nuclear attack he has
launched , great attention must be given to the quick restoration of the
fire and obstacle system. In this connection increased significance must
also be attached to the clearing of important marching routes, and
restoring of column paths; to secure freedom of maneuvers, particularly

— of the second echelon and reserves.

• “The rescue works in explosion areas include:
• --searching for the wounded and their rescue from the combat vehicles

as well as from destroyed and damaged units;
• ——administration of first—aid;

——removal of -the wounded for further medical treatment to assembly
points.

(Figure 8.2)

Fig. 8.2 Radii of destruction zones for
combat vehicles and combat equipment .

a,b,c, see Fig. 8.1 d. radar station with parabolic
tower (E) like light motor vehicle (E) e. radar 

-•

stations with parabolic tower (I..) like boot of light
motor vehicle CL) f. munition dumps with fuel
containers (E) like armored personnel carrier (E) g.
munition dumps with fuel containers (L) like medium
and heavy tanks (L&E) h. heavy and medium tanks
(L.&E) i. boot light motor vehicle (L) radio station
(I.). Other items illegible. •
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• “It is characteristic of the course of rescue works that as a rule
operations for removal of debris, fire—fighting, and clearing of marching
routes must be undertaken simultaneously. Moreover, the corresponding
terc~ain activation can have considerable effect on the course on the
rescue works.

(Figure 8.3)

Fig. 8.3 Radii of destruction zones in
forests and cities, as well as various
means of transport

a. detonation intensity b. cities c. damages d. traffic
obstructions e. medium to light destruction f. heavy to
total damage g. fire area h. railway (E) i. railway (L)
and dams CE) j. dams (L) k. steel bridges of more than
lOOm span (E) cities impraccicable 1. steel bridge of more
than lOOm span (I..) concrete bridges of more than 20m (E)
m. concrete bridge of more than 20m (L) n. forests 0.
wood fires p. slight destruction q. pontoon bridge (L)
r. auxiliary bridge (I.) a. pontoon and auxiliary bridge (E)

“The combined nature of the damages, injuries, and destruction
arising as a result of nuclear explosions requires the timely
implementation of rescue and salvage operations, geared to the
essential needs and whose severity and extent would correspond to
the problems to be solved. The practical realization of such a
requirement, particularly in massed enemy attacks, is however not
always fully possible. This is not the least of the reasons why
self-help and mutual help must be organized to restore readiness for
combat in the units and platoons affected directly, and eliminating
effects of nuclear attacks must be begun in a suitable manner
without waiting for help and support from the superiors. The
earlier one starts removing the effects, the less the secondary
losses to be expected , and the quicker the demoralizing effects
stopped, the rise to panic and anxiety can be fought against.

“It is unquestionable that even the best organization of
protection of troops against mass destruction weapons cannot prevent
great losses and casualties. But it is quite possible to reduce the
absolute quantity of losses by the commanders and staff being fully
prepared theoretically and practically for the problems to be solved
in protecting troops against mass destruction weapons.
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“In his speech to the members of the National People’s Army, the
First Secretary of the Central Committee of the German Socialist

• • United Party at Rugen in January 1972 declared : ‘In a world changed
and changing to an ever increasing extent through the force of
socialism in our days, imperialism can no longer achieve its goals
as they could 30 or even 50 years ago. Nevertheless, it remains
aggressive, crafty and dangerous. As shown by the barbaric war
adventures in Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and the Arab countries, the
enemy will not be afraid to allow arms to speak , wherever and
whenever he sees the slightest prospect of achieving his plans of

• aggression. •

“ ‘We have therefore every reason not to abandon for a minute
our political and military guard. The picture of the enemy is
correct. There is nothing to change in this picture for the enemy
himself does not change.’ “

Test questions -

8.7 What are the measures covering elimination of consequences of
nuclear attacks by the enemy?

8.8 What are the peculiarities of the elimination of consequences
in case of high terrain activation?

8.9 What problems have to be solved by rescue and salvage units? 
•

Derive from them the proper constitution of forces and means.

Remarks on Chapter 8

1. Compare : Christian , K. ,  Remarks on General Measures of Troop
Protection Against Mass Destruction Weapons, ‘Militarwesen ’
(1961) p. 175_1814; Nadirov, Yu, S., et al., Zascita
podrazdelenij ot oruzja massovogo porazdenija, Publishers of the

• USSR Defense Ministry, Moscow , 1966 , p. 1219.

2. Compare: in this connection, among others: Gillert, H. The
Panic Problem in Modern Combat, ‘Militarwesen ’ (1962) 1 , p.
51—62; Koniezny, Panic in War, ‘Militarwesen’ (1963) 6 , p.
8~I3—85lL

3. According to the chosen classification of this textbook, it is
not the intention to treat this topic completely and
systematically. Rather, a few brief remarks will be expressed.
Hence, this section must be studied together with the statements
of Sections 2.3, 3.5 , ~4.3, 5.3, 6.3, and 7.~ .
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~~. DV—36/1, p. 1~5 ff.

5.’ The term ‘affected area’ in this context not applicable to the
situation since it is not only a question of nuclear radiation
reconnaissance , but a comprehensive reconnaissance of the
general situation arising after nuclear weapon attacks !
Nevertheless, it is retained in the interest of uniform
formulations.

6. Cited according to the Republic Issue of the “Neues Deutschland”
of 1—7—1972 , p. 3.”

CONCLUSION. WARSAW PACT NATION CONCEPT OF PROTECTION.

Nuclear protection measures for troops have been extensively
studied by the USSR and the other Warsaw Pact countries. This
matter continues to receive high priority as judged from documents
available to the Ad Hoc Group.
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20314

AtTENTION 0?

SGRD-PL

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: First Meeting — ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for
the Soldier

1. The first meeting of the Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for the
Soldier was held at 0900 hrs, 3 June 1977 in the Commander’s Conference
Room, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI), Bethesda, )fl~.

2. Attendees:

(a) Committee:

Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafonetis Chairman
Dr. Herbert L. Ley, Jr. Member
Dr. Richard L. Wagner, Jr. Member
LTC William E. Woodward Military Staff Asst.

(b) Briefers:

COL LaWayne R. Stromberg AFRRI
COL D. W. Mclndoe AFRRI

3. Proceedings:

a. Dr. Zarafonetis introduced the group and discussed the terms of
reference, He emphasized that the group was to investigate all
aspects of protection for the soldier in the nuclear environment and make
recommendations to the Army Scientific Advisory Panel for “hardening” man
against the adverse effects of nuclear radiation.

b . Dr. Stromberg discussed the role of AFRRI in the protection of
the soldier. His discussion included an historical stsnmary of the Defense
Nuclear Agency (DNA) from the time of the Manhattan Project thru the
formation of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP) and the
Atomic Energy Commission. The Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) re—

• placed AFSWP in 1959 and subsequently became the DNA in 1971. AFRRI was

~0Wfl4~,
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• SGRD-PL
SUBJECT: First Meeting — ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for

the Soldier

established as an element of the Navy in 1962 and was transferred to
- - DASA in 1964. The mission of the AFRRI shall be to conduct scientific

research in the field of radiobiology and related matters that are essential
• to the medical support of the Department of Defense. The AFRRI is a DOD

laboratory which responds to requirements of all three services. As an
• example, the Army, through the Army Nuclear Agency (ANA) prepares annually

the Qualitative Research Requirements (QRR), a document which includes
biomedical requirements. Other services have similar vehicles. All re-
quirements are presented to AFRRI at the long range planning meeting in

• the spring of each year. AFRRI evaluates these requirements, sets prior-
ities and then establishes work units or contracts for the work. AFRRI
also responds directly to the requirements of DNA and from the Board of
Governors. At present there is only one extramural contract. All other
research is conducted in house. Except for one small project at the
School of Aerospace Medicine no other radiobiology research is being con-
ducted within the DOD. There is one project in radiation research being
conducted at the US Army Medical Institute of Infectious Disease but funded
by the US Army Medical Research and Development Command. The response
AFRRI makes to requirements may be technical reports, articles in the open

• literature, the AFRRI annual report or the data base of DD Forms 1498
from the Defense Documentation Center.

c. Recent evidence indicates that some of the bioeffects data now
recorded may be in error. It is apparent that man will be incapacitated
at doses lower than previously suggested, but this incapacitation may not
be immediate. The severity of the incapication is dose dependent. Any
protection which may reduce the effective dose or delya the onset of

• symptoms will be beneficial. It has been detionscrated that even a delay
of 10 minutes may be essential for mission completion. AFRRI is now look-
ing at bioeffects of doses below 1000 R. Evidence indicates this to be
the area of prime concern. Research has been conducted on a wide variety
of animal species with major emphasis on the Rhesus monkey. It now seems
that the Rhesus was a poor choice because of a unique mechanism of histamine
release der tstrated by that animal. As new methods of research and
different a.~ imal models emerge, it becomes necessary to replicate former

• experiments to validate the data.

d. With renewed concern about the use of chemical agents, there is
now a concerted effort to study the combined effects of chemical/nuclear
agents on biological systems. The AFRRI has an ad hoc group currently
studying such combined injuries.

e. A major issue for commanders in the field is troop safety.
Troop Safety Criteria , for protection of our troops from effects of our
weapons, needs to be re—studied . Fallout and subsequent operations in and
around contaminated areas presents other very realistic problems.
Several questions, listed below, relating to troop safety, and troop
protection were posed. No quick answers were readily available.

1. How do we prote’~t our troops from 100 R produced by our own weapons?

A -2
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SGRD—PL
SUBJECT: First Meetin g - ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for

the Soldier

2. Can we provide protection to air crews flying thru radioactive
clouds?

3. What protection can be afforded our troops moving thru our fall-
out?

4. Are our units in Europe protected?

5. Do these units have any protected relocation areas?

• f. It was pointed out at this meeting that over the past several
-
• years the Department of Defense has minimized research and training in all

areas of NBC defense. The Surgeon General of the Army recently stated at
a meeting of the Board of Governors, AFRRI , that corporate money for such
matters was no longer available. The training programs which were readily
available during the 60’s have disappeared and he noted that it is now
imperative that these programs be re—established. He requested that AFRRI
estthblish such a program for military physicians.

g. There was general discussion about documents pertaining to
radiation protection which revealed that there are numerous manuals address—
ing this subject. Included are TM8—215, Nuclear Handbook for Medical
Service Personnel; FM 8—9, NATO Handbook on the Medical Aspects of NBC
Defensive Operations; and FM 100—5 Operations, and Minutes of the l42d
meeting of the JMRC. It was requested that members of the group be pro-
vided copies of each of these as well as the AFRRI annual report and

• other pertinent documents which might be available. Dr. Stromberg stated
• that Dr. Lushbaugh, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, had data on approximately
• 2000 accident victims which might be beneficial to the group.

h. The following list of pertinent research projects which would be of
benefit to DOD was compiled. There was a discussion on the need to do
more research in several areas:

1. Perform studies in the LD5 range.

2. Make further determinations for troop safety and collateral
damage.

3. Provide protection against endotoxin.

4. Protect against infection in conjunction with radiation injury.

5. Provide better, more comprehensive training in NBC defense fo~
the troops.

6. Coordinate with Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) and the Army
• Research Institute (ART) to evaluate human factors.

• 7. Concentrate our efforts at the l000R dose and lower range.
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- the Soldier

8. Evaluate current therapy measures.

• 9. Study marrow transplant and the related prob lems of pulmonary
- failure.

10. Through intelligence channels, determine the organization and
• doctrine for NBC defense, and protection affored troops from WARSAW Pact.

U. Provide an integrative dosimeter that will not be discarded and
which cannot be altered by the soldier.

• 12. Provide medical training for military physicians to handle
- 

- casualties resulting from NBC operations.

13. Study the data available on accident victfms In an effo rt to
- 

•
~ make better predictions .

4~1 ~
• 

~

• 
-

WILLIAM E. WOODWARD 
-

- LTC, MSC
Military Staff Assistant
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
\WI/ U.S. ARMY MED(CAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

WASHINGTON . D.C. 20314

A.rI~~ITI0Is op~

SGRD-PL

ME)t)RANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Second Meeting - ASA P Ad Hoc Grou p on Nuclear Protection for
• the Soldier

• 1. The second meeting of the Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for the
Soldier was held on 28-29 July 1977 at the Forrestal Building, Washington ,
DC.

- • 2. Attendees:

(a) Committee:

• Dr. Chris 3. D. Zarafonetis Chairman
Dr. Herbert L. Ley, Jr. Member
Dr. Donald M. Kerr, Jr. Member
LTC William E. Woodward Military Staff Asst.

(b) Br iefers :

28 Jul

Mr. Frank O’Leary Foreign Science & Technology
Mr. Max Kluger~nan Center (FSTC)
M r. Keywood Cheves FSTC
CPT Michael E. Montie Defense Nuclea r Agency (DNA)

29 Jul

LTC David E. Davidson WRAIR
Dr. Thomas R. Sweeney WRAIR
Dr. Melvin H. Heiffer WRAIR
Dr. Takeru Higuchi Univ . of Kansas
Dr. David P. Jacobus Jacobus Pharmaceutical Co.

• (c) Observers :

COL Charles M. Dettor USAMBRDL
COL Phillip E. Winter USAt.~DC
Mr. Ronald L. Adams MI IA
Mrs. Carolyn E. Stettner MI IA
Mr. Richard L. Torian MI TA

H A—5
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SGRD-PL
SUBJECT * Second Meeting - ASAP Ad Hoc Grou p on Nuc lear Protection for

the Soldier

LTC C. Dunham ACSI
CPT Bruce Leibrecht USkMRDC
MM Wa l lace Dean IIIIA
CPT Jurgen Von Bredow WRAIR
Miss Marie M. Grenan WRAIR
LTC (P) Kenneth E. Kinnamon USUHS
COL Gale Demaree WRAIR

3. Proceedings:

(a) Three staff members of the Foreign Science and Technology
Center (FSTC) presented classified briefings on the NBC threat and
capability of potential enemies of the United States.

• Mr. Keywood C. Cheeves discussed the potential of offensive use of tactical
nuclear weapons against US forces as well as the defensive capabilities of
others should the US defend with such weapons.

Mr. Kiugerman presented an intelligence overview of the potential use of
chemical weapons/agents against US forces. There was an in-depth dis-
cussion of the offensive and defensive capabilities of potential enemies
with respec t to the use of chemical weapons, organization and training
for chemical operations , and decontamination procedures and equipment
available to these forces. There was some discussion of the comparative
capability and organization of US forces for similar operations.

Mr. Frank O’Leary - continued the program with a similar discussion of the
use of biological agents on the battlefield during any future conflict.
The potential for use of biological agents in future conflicts is more
difficult to examine since the arena for conflict may be a determining
factor, the mode of delivery is more sensitive to the operation, and the

• objectives of the operation may preclude the use of biologicals.

Due to the classification of the FSTC discussion and the travel require-
ments of the speakers, it was necessary to defer questions. Representa-
tives from the Medical Intelligence and Information Agency (MIIA) were
available for questions after this briefing.

A-6
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SUBJECT: Second Meeting - ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for

the Soldier

(b) CPT Michael Montie, Headquarters, Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA),
presented an overview of the organization and functions of that agency.
This discussion covered, ii’. a broad manner, the overall functions of DNA
and did not deal with specific functions related to protection of maneuver
forces. It was noted that the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute
(AFRRI), the research laboratory for DNA , is the only Department of Defense
laboratory addressing radiation biology , dosimetry, or biomedical effects
of energy radiation. •

(c) On the following day, the group met with members of the Division
of Medicinal Chemistry, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR)
to discuss the former WRAIR program in chemoprophylaxis against effects

- I of ionizing radiation. Attached is a modified staff study discussing
alternatives in the development of a chemical compound to protect against
ionizing radiation with a recommendation for possible future programming,

- •~ a flow chart to show time requirements and milestones in development, and
Cost analyses for two alternatives in the staff study. (m d l )

Dr. Thomas Sweeney presented a historical review of the chemical synthesis
program, emphasizing the major classes of compounds and their relative
effectiveness in protection. LTC David Davidson presented the review of
the biological testing of these compounds, showing the protective capabili-
ties in differing animal species as well as differing routes of administra-
tion of drugs. It is important to note that the major problem has been
the inability to produce a compound which is absorbed orally in large
animals.

Dr. Melvin Heiffer presented the historical review of pharmacological
F problems encountered in testing compounds and the recent pharmacologic

breakthrough in formulation which may allow for oral absorption of radio-
protective compounds. Dr. Heif far then introduced Dr. Takeru Higuchi, a

• Defense contractor from the University of Kansas who has been instrumental
in this breakthrough. Dr. Higuchi discussed the methodology of this
pharmaceutical formulation and indicated that it seemed feasible to con-
sider the antiradiation compounds toward this end.

Dr. David P. Jacobus, Jacobus Pharmaceutical Company, who was formerly at
the WRAIR, discussed the potential for sulfur compounds as antiradiation
agents. Dr. Jacobus is an expert in medicinal uses of sulfur compounds and
maintains a high degree of interest in the antiratiation program .

1 m c i  WILLIAM E. WOODWARD
LTC , MSC
Military Staff Assistant
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“Hardening the Soldier to the Nuclear Battlefield Environment”
p

Problem

The Depa r tment of Defense does not have a radio protectan t dr u g today

that could be manufactured , distributed to t roops in the field , and used

in a practical manner in the event of a nuclear attack. The Army program

on Prophy laxis and Thera py Agains t I on iz in g Radiation was desi gned to

devel op prophylactic and/or therapeutic measures wh ich wou ld prevent or

redu ce the i nca paci t a t in g effects of ionizing radiation on U.S.  troops in

the event Nuclear Weapons were used on the battlefield. While medicinal

agents were developed that effectively protected subhuman primates

against ionizing radiation when these drugs were administered intraven-

ously, the program was terminated before an orally effective drug could

be developed that would offer protection .

H Assumptions

1. Nuclear weapons may be used in certain potential battlefields

and our possession of radioprotectants can serve to deter armed

aggression by a potential enemy.

2. The Army has a requ irement for a practical and effective radio-

protective agent with highest DCS OPS Priori ty assigned to the

Medical Corps (Army Science and Technology Objective Guide , FY 1978).

3. Drugs effective in protecting subhuman primates will be effective

in protecting man if appropriately del ivered. Using modern

techni ques , better oral absorption can be obtained In monkeys

and man. —

• v
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Facts Bearing on the Problem

1. The tactical scen~’io for war in Europe published in 1971

ind ica ted the follow ing : Full y dep loyed, dispersed , and re inforced Army

units in Europe would constitute 732,235 troops. Over 700,000 of these
• 

. troops would be blast survivors in the event of nuclear attack.

- 

- 

Depending on the type of burst, up to 300,000 of these survivors would

be exposed to rad iation , half of whom would receive fatal doses. Radio-

protectant drugs wi th dose reduc tion factors of 2 would reduce fa tal iti es

by 15%, or 22,000 soldiers , and drugs wi th dose reduction factors of 3

would reduce this by 22%, or 34,000 soldiers . The number of survivors

could be further increased by effective physical protection. (DADA17-

70-C-0068, Final Report, October 1971.)

2. Incapacitation due to radiation sickness from sublethal radiation

would be signifi cantly reduced by the appropriate administration of an

antiradiation agent.

3. Anti radiation agents also prevent or delay the immediate complete

neurological i ncapacitation which normally would be expected to follow if

- 
• soldiers were exposed to supraletha l radiation , thus enabling them to

complete short term retaliatory missions. (J.C. Sharp, et al ,, “The Radio-

Attenuating Effects of n-Decylami noethanethiosulfuric Acid in the Rhesus

Monkey,” 1968.)

4. Drugs were developed by the U.S. Army in the 60’s that protected

• subhuman primates from ionizing radiation when these agents were

administered intravenously (dose reduction factors were not calculated).

These drugs were not effective when administered orally.

‘I A-9
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5. One of these drugs (WR 2721) provided a dose reduction factor

of 2.7 when administered parenterally to mice.

- 
-

• 
6. It may now be possible to achieve effective protection with oral

dosage forms. Technology in the field of experimental formulation to

• improve oral bioavai lability now exists. The methods of formulating

medicinal chemicals and producing prodrugs and our ability to exploit

these processes has mar kedly improve d since the program was term inated

in 1972. There are current USAMRDC programs uti lizing these techniques .

7. The amounts of these drugs in our current inventory are

insufficient to support the proposed research and development effort;

H however, the methods of synthesis of these drugs are known , allowing

for pilot plant production at a relati ve low cost.

8. WRAIR does not have a radiati on facility currently available

to support efficacy studies of these new formulations in primates .

Experienced personnel are still present in WRAIR.

9. The bloavai lability of drugs when administered orally to man

can be confi rmed in an existing Phase I facility .

10. IND’s on three compounds have already been fi led. They are

WR 2721 , WR 638 and WR 2529.

Di scuss ion

It would appear that the Army has the fol lowing choices :

Al ternative 1: Do nothing at this time .

Advantages: 1. No commitment of resources.

Disadvantaffes: 1. This would delay the del ivery of a practical

radioprotectant to the field i ndefinitely.

A— .lO
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Al ternative 2: Start a major radioprotectant drug development

program.

Advantages: 1. Superior radioprotectants may be identi fied .

Disadvantages: 1. Most costly of all alternatives .

2. Personnel and other resources would have

to be diverted from existing missions .

Al ternative 3: Stockpile existi ng radioprotectants for intravenous

use in an emergency.

Advantages: 1. Littl e additional work needs to be performed.

Disadvantages: 1. This is not a very practical method of

administeri ng a drug in the field.

2. Storage and distribution of sterile dry

products , ster il e wa ter an d syr inges would

create a logistica l problem .

Al ternative 4: Initiate a limited program to develop an oral dosage

form from one or more ex isti ng drugs .

Advantages: 1. The probability of achieving this objective is

high .

2. The cost is not prohibiti ve and resources are

comm i tted for short terms only.

3. The expertise presently exists both in the Army

intramural and extramural programs.

4. A practical oral radioprotectant could also be

used to protect civilian populations .

A—il
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Di sadvantages: 1. Di verts personnel and resources from existi ng 
I 

-

missions.

Cons ider ing worl dwide nuclea r capa bili t ies of many coun tr ies , we

can ill-afford not to try to develop a practical radioprotectant. Our

NATO all ies i n the field (AC2 25/Pane l VI EGEC ) have minor ca pab iliti es

for drug development and are unlikely to produce an effective solution

to the problem wi thin the foreseeable future.

Conclusion:

Al ternative 4 is the least costly and has the highest probability

of early success.

Recommendation:

Action be initiated to impl ement Al ternative 4 as soon as possible.

A42
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
j  U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

• 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
R~~ LY TO 

WASH1NGTON. D.C. 20311

ATTENTION OV

SGRD-PL

ME~~RANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT : Third Meeting - ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for
the Soldier

1. The third meeting of the Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for the
• Soldier was held on 11-12 August 1977 at the Nevada Operations Office of

the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), Las Vegas, NV.

2. Attendees:

a. Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafonetis Chairman
Dr. Donald M. Kerr , Jr. Member
Dr. Richard Wagner, Jr. Member
LTC William E. Woodward Military Staff Assistant

b. Participants:

Dr. Roger Ray Nevada Operations Office, ERDA
Dr. Savino Cavender Nevada Operations Office , ERDA
Dr. Payne Harris Los Alaxnos Scientific Laboratory
Mr. Harry Jordan Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Mr. Donald Blumenthal Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

3. Proceedings:

a. Dr. Roge r Ray presented an overview of the cleanup activities on
Eniwetok- He showed slides of the operation and discussed the problems
encountered in that job . He fur ther  discussed the aeria l surveys of the
island and showed maps and overlays which outlined the contour lines of
the contamination as detected in the survey. There was general discussion
about the response of the mil i tary in genera l and the Army in particular
to this particular cleanup operation. There is inadequate comand/control
of the health physics problems, and the overall organization of the activity
appears in disarray . Each service has an individual element with no one
service charged with overall conzmand - The Army has one rad iation safety
of f icer  assigned there but the Army Service Element has no organic health

• and safety resources to work in the operation. There is very little training
p rov ided to the personnel. The Air Force troops are given 40 hours of
instruction in Hawaii prior to arrival on Enewetak, but that is insufficient.

• The troops are afraid of the hazard and , because of the lack of coordination,

- - ~~~ - • ~~~~~~~ ~~~~- -.—-~~~ 
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SUBJECT: Third Meeting - ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for

the Soldier

differen t groups are equipped different ly for similar operations. There
is an overall fear of personal injury, e.g., leukemia and sterility,
resulting from exposure to the radiation contamination which is present.

b. Two contractors, Mr. J. P. Stewart and Mr. Jack Doy le , reviewed
the development and operation of the motorized survey vehicle, the TN?,
which can provide area monitorin g on the grouad using monitors on a
30 foot boom on the veh ic le . The IMP is used by ERDA for monitoring con-
tamination and locating sources of radiation. It, in conjunction with
aerial surveys, can be used in the event of terrorist activities which
may use radiation devices. There was a recent training exercise in

- 
- Idaho for the purpose of using, testing and evaluating these methods of

survey and the response capability of government agencies in emergencies.

c. Hr. Harry Jordan discussed a list of concerns which indicate a
general lack of emphasis within the Department of Defense (DOD) in
preparation for host i l i t ies  involving the use of nuclear weapons. This
list is attached as Inclo~ure 1. He fur ther  discussed a dosi &etry device
which was patented in 1966 but which has not been adopted for genera l use .
This device could possibly be valuable assistance in the f ie ld . The
patent and description are attached as Inclosure 2.

d. There was discussion concerning the apparent overall apathy of
• the DOD over the past 8-10 years regarding devense against nuc lear weapons.

Dr. P\ayne Harris and Dr. S. Cavender, both formerly involved with DOD
• aspecçs of nuclear weapons defense, discussed the historical milestones
• of DOA,in nuclear weapons defense and development. They were able to

review \the mil i tary posture of the 60’s and compare that period to the
current\xnilitary preparedness for nuclear conflict. Both Dr. Harris and
Dr. Cavekder showed great concern over the fact that the Army has not
kept up i\s expertise in nuclear weapons effects.

e. T~~re was discussion among members of the Ad Hoc Group as to how
the Army co~\1d make use of the new methods of area survey, aerial and ground,
which have bken developed in recent years. The s~nsitivity of these surveys
would allow 4eld coninanders to have almost ininediate battlefield contam-
ination inforn~ tion. The areas of conflict could then be mapped to allow
troops to eith~~ avoid areas of significant contamination or to traverse
these areas rap~d1y. These maps and the survey information could be of
value to field c~ninanders as planning tools for subsequent operations.

\ ‘~~~ : ~~~~~~~~~~2 m c i  WILLIAN E. WOODWARD
as LTC , MSC

\ 

Military Staff Assistant
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

~ ; ~~~~~~1/ U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

IF ‘ 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20314

ATTENTION O~

SCRD-PL

MEMORA NDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Fourth Meeting - ASAP Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for
the Soldier

1. The fourth meeting of the Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for the
Soldier was held on 25-26 August 1977 at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory ,
Livermore, CA.

• 2. Attendees:

(a) Committee:

Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafonetj s  Chairman
Dr. Donald N. Kerr, Jr. Member
Dr. Herbert L. Ley, Jr. Member
Dr. Richard L. Wagner, Jr. Member
LTC William E. Woodward Military -Staff Assistant

(b) Briefers:

Dr. Charles N. Davidson US Army Nuclear & Chemical A gency
~~~~. Donald K. Blumenthal Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
MAJ T. Tobin Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Dr. E. Mendelsohn Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Mr. Robert Card Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Mr. K. Froeschner Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Dr. Eugene Goldberg Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Dr. K. Joseph Knox Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

(c) Observers:

Dr. Marve Gustavson Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Dr. George L. Voelz Los A lamos Scientific Laboratory
Dr. Richard R. Sandoval Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

~UTiq.,.
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the Soldier

3. Proceedings :

a. Dr. Charles Davidson, US Army Nuclear and Chemical Agency (USANCA),
formerly the Army Nuclear Agency, gave a briefing on the roles and missions
of the USANCA.. He discussed the interaction of his agency and the Defense
Nuclear Agency, the Air Force and the Navy. He explained the mechanisms of
development of the Qualitative Research Requirements, how these requirements

• are submitted within the Army , and what responses are made toward meeting
these requirements. He included a comprehensive discussion on shielding
provided by US armored vehicles with comparative data on US armor and other
armored vehicles. He showed the group a new videotape, produced by USANCA ,
illustrating shielding properties of armored vehicles. This videotape may
be incorporated as a training aid in the TRADOC schools. It is but one of
a series of videotapes to be produced and used as training aids.

b. Mr. Don Blumenthal gave a general briefing on weapons effects which
will be encountered in the event nuclear weapons are used on the battle-
field. The discussion centered around tactical weapons with little emphasis

- - placed on strategic uses of high yield weapons. There was some general
discussion of weapons incorporating the enriched radiation phenomena and the
overall effects of such weapons. There are still some major questions to be
answered about these weapons and the differences in defending against their
use when compared to other types of nuclear devices.

c. NAJ Tobin’s briefing on effects of rainout indicated the importance
of knowing and predicting the weather during the use of nuclear weapons.
Precipitation will play an important role in the distribution of fallout
from nuclear weapons. He pointed out that considerable improvement has been
made in meteorological prediction and that this can have a major impact on
the planning aspects of using nuclear weapons as well as predicting effects
while defending against their use. It was suggested that the military study
these newer methods and possibly incorporate them into the intelligence
gathering network.

d. Dr. Mendelsohn’s presentation on shielding considerations was
particularly aimed at protecting troops in the field , newer and more accurate
means of calculating protection and/or transmission coefficients of various
shielding materials, buildings , and vehicles , and the benefits to be derived
from field fortifications which the individua l soldier can provide for him-
self. Because of the general elimination of training for nuclear defense in
recent years, a recommendation to once again incorporate this training in
DOD schools was voiced .

• e. There were two demonstrations made for the group. The first was
led by Mr. Card in the DWEEPS program i l lustrating the mean s of using the
computer to establish a battlefield and then, through a selection process,

A -16 
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determine the type of weapon(s) to be employed and, playing the battle at
the console, to evaluate the effects of the weapons, casualties produced
and area of terrain affected by the weapons. Members of the Ad Hoc Group
were allowed t~p play the game by making weapons selections at the console
and then see~”t~he printouts showing the casualties . There was a visua l disp lay
on the console showing the exten t of damage caused by the weapons. The
second, Proj ect JERE~UAB, was discussed by Mr. Froeschner and displayed on

- a large screen . This is a computer application of convent ional warfare
simulating a battlefield situation and showing the effects of a two sided

- exercise using conventional weapons preprogrammed into the game. The
- demonstration used was one showing the employment of ground to ground

inissles against ground troops and armor.

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~
1 m d  WILLIAM E. WOODWARD
1. Agenda LTC, MSC

Military Staff Assistant

Ii: ~
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
N~WII/ U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20314

• ATTENTION OP~

SGRD-PL

MEMORA NDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT : Fi f th  Meeting - ASA P Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for
the Soldier

1. The fifth meeting of the Ad Hoc Group on Nuclear Protection for the
Soldier was held on 5-6 October 1977 at the Armed Forced Radiobiology

- • Research Institute (AFRRI), Bethesda , MD.

2. Attendees:

(a) Committee :

5 Oct
Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafonetis Chairman
Dr. Herbert L. Lay, Jr. Member
LTC William E. Woodward Military Staff Assistant

6 Oct (Working Session)
Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafonetis Chairman
Dr. Richard Wagner Member
LTC William E. Woodward Military Staff Assistant

(b) Briefer (5 Oct):

COL D. W. Mclndoe A}l(RI

(c) Participant (6 Oct ):

Mr. Donald K. Blumenthal Lawrence Livermore Lab

3. Proceedings:

a. Since the first meeting of the Ad Hoc Group. 3 Jun 77, Dr. Mclndoe
has become the Director of the AFRRI . The change in directors was a re-
sult of the unexpected retirement of Dr. L. R. Stromberg. Dr. Mclndoe
discussed with the committee his perception of the mission of the AFRRI,
the means by which he expects to address this mission and the areas of

• research he hopes to emphasize in the near future .
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the Soldier

b. Dr. Nclndoe sees a definite need to improve dosimetry for the
field soldier. For the field commander , it is of extreme importance to
have knowledge of radiation exposure of individuals for determination of
capability in future operations. From a medical standpoint , it is necessary
to have a means of predicting absorbed doses of radiation for planning the
medical impac t on future operations which may produce radiation casualties.
There may well be a need for providing more than one type of individual

- dosimetry. There have been discussions, a lso , about the feasibility of
providing dosimetry which cannot be directly interpreted by the individual.
There was general discussion among members of the Ad Hoc Group and Dr.
Mclndoe in the areas of therapy for the radiation casualty, combined

• injuries, ranges of effects, dose response curves, and the general lack
of confidence in extrapolation of animal data to man.

c. Dr. Thoma s Contreras presented data on his research in blood
preservation and elutriation of white cells. There has been general interest
in these areas , especially as a therapeutic means, e.g., bone marrow banks
and platelet transfusions. It has been suggested that studies be initiated

• to determine the validity and feasibility of such therapeutic measures.

- 

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~
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LTC , I4SC
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I 
Military Staff Assistant
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APPENDIX B

~~~~~~~~~~ L T OM  OF PE~ SC~~~EL i •~TIc.’~ ~t c a ~~ - .vI~c~ ..~i’rs

I. Icthrz~ducti3n

- 3oth the United States and the Soviet Union ~ossess a •ieriec~’ .~f nuclear wea~cns •

and delivery systems which are available for use in ;~astern Europe. (See Apoertdix -

• 
A , “The Military Balance 1977—1978,” 0. 77 ISSS, Landonj ~~~ theater nuclearwaapons number about 7000 with yields predominantly in the low kiloton range. The
3500 estLmated Soviet warheads are in the high ki.loton to megacon range.

• Reviews of Soviet equipment arid doctrine suggest that nuclear attacks may be used
- 
- to “soften—up” areas dedsignated for “break—through” operations &id to attack

priority rear area targets such as nuclear storage facilities and headquarters
units. Also, the sophisticated level at which Soviet forces are trained and

- •‘ equ ipped in chemical warfare indicates that they are prepared to survive and
effectively wage war in an ir.tegrated chemical—nuclear environment. Appendix B

• is a recent comparison between NA’IO and SovietAlarsaw Pact forces (Armed Forces
Journal, September 1977, p. 30) and provides a “raw numbers feelingN for the

- military odds NNIO faces as well as emphasizing NAlO’s need to develop and inple—
ment field expedient survivability techniques as a means of countering any future
nuclear—conventional—chemical iriteg rated threat.

II. Personnel Casualty ~echanisms

• L-rmediate casualties are caused by three distinct aspects of nuclear weapons:

o thermal radiation can cause serious burns at levels as low as 2—5 cal/on2 ;

— a blast and dynamic wind can hurl missiles and will destroy many structures
at overpressures of 2—10 psi;

o nuclear radiation will cause immediate incapacitation at 3000—10,000 rads.

In addition to the irr~radiate effects, long term effects include: -

o nuclear radiation of > 500 rads will ultimately cause death;

o fallout and rathout which can contaminate large areas with radioactive debris.

- A Corps level sinulation employing up to 28 weapons in the 100 kt yield range is
illustrated in figure 1. It suggests that thermal protection of “50 cal/cm2 is
required to reduce vulnerability to levels comparable with blast and radiation .

These sini.ilatioris assume that the attack was a ‘~surpr ise” and that no one was
• able to “take shelter” during the period of about one second duration of the

thermal and rucleac radiation, or , prior to arrival of the blast.
- 
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-~~~~~ ~~ -~ r L  ~r-~rc~3 i~ 13: ::n-.i:.~~..e~cor~ ‘iai~ o: t:-~e~e e~~eccs i~ iU.us—
troted in fi ;u re 2 for we~~or.s in t~ e r ang e I kt — 1 pit . Therma l radiation
effects  dominate the th rear to exposed per souirtel at y ields greater than about
!0 kt.

III.  Field Exsedient Protective ~easures

For avoidance of all three effects: thermal burns, blast, and nuclea radi-
ation, the single most impo r tant field expedien t measure is effective protection
against thermal radiation. Beyond the “core” of approximately a 2 km radius
from a 100 kt low air burst , the predominate casualty mechanism is thermal burns
of exposed personnel. Burn casualties require extensive medical care, thus
having a major impact on combat effectiveness for corps casualty levels of

• 20—30%.

Conversely, shielding against therrr.al flash burns is the easiest to achieve since
a thin layer of opaque material can intercept the thermal “light ” flash - even
though the laye r may ultimately be destroyed . Even heavy smoke, rain or fog
would provide substantial protection. Forests or heavy vegetation would also be
effective in reducing the thermal flux. However, ignition of these materials may
be a serious problem. In a tactical environment it is likely that any given
target location will be alerted by a prior nuclear detonation at a more distant

- • location. This suggests that a large proportion of a corps level force could
• take cover from a pulse of weapons — if such shelter is nearby For the larger

yield weapons the thermal flash duration of a weapon is significant — about
one second for 100 kt and five seconds at 1 Mt. Thus a prompt “reflex ” action
such a~ falling prone and shielding face and hands is advisable. Individual
protective clothing mig ht provide a factor of 3—5 in thermal flux tolerance . It
might also be wor thwhile to consider “ thermal modifications” of shelter halves,

- I sleeping bags, gas masks and gloves.

Group protection is probably a more practical field expedient than individual
protection. This appears to be the kind of think ing behind the Soviets ’ BMP
mechanized infantry combat vehicle . However , simple thermal shelters, such as
might be put on troop—carrying truck s, require rruch less shielding than required
for small arms fire.

One concept is to replace certain existing vehicle canvas with a cover which
could be easily removed to provide a local group thermal shelter. For example,
it might take the form of an aluminum or f iberglass half-cylinder about 8 feet
in diameter and 12 feet long . When properly anchored, and perhaps covered with
dirt , it could also help shield against missiles driven by blast dynamic winds
as well as conventional shell fragments. Depending on availability of earth
moving equipment and/or time for manual trench ing, such shelters could facilitate
construction of “bunker complexes. ” Protection to blast levels of 10 psi and
factors of S for radiation appear achievable .

Appendix C gives another example of a field expedient concept — an individual
automatic smoke system for protection against thermal flash burns. Such concepts

• are speculative but they illustrate the possibility of relatively simple pro-
• tective devices. 8—2
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i,. Cr ni:aci~w..d ~n~. ?rocedurej i~ ctor~ —

Even without equipment changes, it seems probable the nuclear vulnerability
of personnel can change by a factor of two or three as a result of options in -

behavior . Cne way to maintain operable personnel is to keeo them sheltered.• Suppose one thinks in terms of well dug—in comba t positions at a density -•

such as in the Korean War , but being subjected to nuclear attacks. Because
of troop safety considerations , the attacker cannot be very close at the
actual t ime of the burst ,. Thus , if one keeps most of the people sheltered
most of the t ime they can survive to fight when the conventional forces attack.
The procedure might be implemented as a maximum allowable number being “outside”
at any time except when actually required .

Personnel in vehicles require special attention to field expedient survival
- - 

• procedures. Sitting in the back of an open moving truck is probably the worst
possible location in that:

- - 1) You get max inum thermal radiation with minimum chance of getting prone on
the ground by reflex action.

- 
- 2) The blast effect may roll the truck over at levels which wouldn ’t otherwise

be much threat to an isolated individual. (It probably doesn ’t make much
sense to put seat belts, air bags and roll bars in the truck.)

3) The truck driver may receive enough exposure through the windows to lose
-

- 
- control and wreck the truck.

A procedural policy when attack is iinuinent , requiring gloves, gas masks and no
exposed skin — just as in anticipation of chemical attack — for drivers would
lessen the problem.

It is apparent that there are , indeed , a number of inexpensive exped ient methods
that can be developed and implemented to mitigate the effects of nuclear weapons,
but more importantly our soldiers must be trained in their effective use to the
point of becoming a si.xth sense. Once this is achieved survivability becomes
both attainable and believable.

V. Suninary

The current perspective of the nuclear battlefield has been unduly influenced by
a mirror—imaging of our tactical nuclear Stockpile of low yield weapons. This
has led to lack of concern and respect for thermal as a casualty mechanism.

Field expedient protective measures fo r individuals and groups could contribute
dramatically to force survivability in both the nuclear and intense conventional
environments.
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TH~ATaE ?~1UCLEAR WeAPONS

NATO has been said to have some 7,000 nuclear warheads , but the composition of this armoury has un-
• doubtedly changed as weapon systems have been modernized and icd~ployed. They ale deliverable by a

variety of vehicles (over 3,000 10 all): aircraft , short-range missiles and artillery of the types listed in Table I
• - cn pp. 77—S i ’” There ate also nuclear mines. Yields arc variable but arc mainly is the-low kiloton range.

Tne ground-based missile launchers and guns aic in formations down to divisions and are operated bolts
by America n and allied troops, but in the latt er ~ .sc warheads arc under double key (except in the case of
France). The figure for So•~~~t warheads is probably about 5OO~~jmilarl~~1el vcred by aircraft and missile
systems (see Table 1). Soviet warheads are though t to be somewhat larger , on average, than those of NATO ,

and the delivery systems, both ground and air , notabl y less accurate . Soviet doctrine has concerned itself
more with area targe Ls than precision (it also appear s to contemplate the use of launchers for the delivery

• of chemical weapons, with which Warsaw Pact forces are extensively equipped). Some of the delivery
- • vehicles, but not the nuclear warheads , are in the hand s of non-Soviet Warsa w Pact forces.

it is not appropria te to attempt to strike any balance of these theatre-based nucldr systems , since c.acb
Side also has the abilit y to del iv er -- - ~rhcads into the theatre from outside it ,- increasing ly with accuracies
arid y dds suitable for military t:~rgeLs. The Soviet Union has a large medium-bomber force being equipped
with Backfire; Long-Range and Naval Air Force aircraft ; i~ .5$ and z~Ixsi4 , including the new mobile SS-20,
with its accurate multip le warh ead ; and cruise missiles on submarines and surface ships. NATo has strike

• aircra ft on carriers and or~ airfields in Bri ta in (now aug mented by extra F-Ill squadrons) and could use
• 

SLSM for certain theatre roles.
This comparison of nuclear weapons must not , though , be lool~ d at irs quite the same li ght as the

conventional comparisons precedin g it . since on the NATO side the strat - - ,ic doc(s-ine is not based on the use of
such weapons on this sort of scale. The Aarhca d numbers were accumulated to implement an earlier ,
predominantly nuclear , strategy, and an inventory of tbis size now has the chief meri t of affording a wide
range of choice of weapons, yield and delivery system if controlled escalation has to be contemplated. A
point that does emerge from the comparison, however, is that the Soviet Union has the ability to launch a
b4ttleféeld nuclear offensive on a massive scale if she chooses, or to match any NATO escalation with broadly

- l similar options, though at present with less ability to l imit collateral damage.

‘“These nuclear weapons are in general designed for use again st targets with in the battte~eld area or directly coo-
neclad with the mano euvre of combatant forces — which could be described as a ‘tactical use. However, toe warheads
include a substantial numb er carried by aircraft such as the F—4 or F-104, which could be delivered on tar ~eU outside

• 
• the battle6eid area or uncoor.ccted with the manoeuvre of combalant forces, and thus to put to ‘strategic’ use. There

• is inevitabl y some over lap when describing delivery vehicles, aucratt aod missiles capable of deliveri ng convention al
or nuclear v.asheads as lactical’ or ‘strategic’. The warhead total also includes ouctcar warheads for cert ain air
defence missiles and nuclear mines.
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LAT EST COMPARISON of Soviet and Warsa w Pact lo.c ,, in Central Europe cred its Pact
w ith 141Z~ di.ru ons. aj ~ain~L..A.~ /) NATO di~iviuIsi meosur.d in Wop sow P ad division
equi volinls. Those I orcea exclu de Suviel jorces ou tside Europ e Or is the Caucasus, but include
reserv es immediately ivailable to both sides (and for NATO , assumes availability of 9 Fre nch
,n.chaniied and 1 airborne div isionS). Professor John Erickson provided th, numb.,, in his
chsplev on ~The Warsaw Pact in a new British book ‘The Sov iet W~r Michine,” released
by Salamander Books through Tb. Hamlys Publishing Group. Erickson says those forces
wo~Id pit about 27.0041 Pact tanks su pported b~ $-9,000 artilLer y tube s aua invt 10-11 000
‘~ A TO lank, m d  6.000 art il lery pieces. Pact now has under armsaboui 1,240,004) men, NATO

~ooul 1,200,000—but £ixkson sa~~ m e  Warsaw Pact capabili ty for mobiliralion would give
Pact a three-So-on. superiority in l’,ght in$ trou pe after three weeks of Mobil izit ion , whereas it
w wld tat . NATO an additions; mont h to cloal thai gap. Wsrnw Pact forces deployed op.
pu.iie NAT O’S vital ceniril sector to ta l 41 divisionS ~vailabl. with ul sddilional
,einfnrc,m,nt_ab vuI 200 bsItaI ioii.aiie coinbal groups, 1,700 tanks and 1,750 tac t ical air-
cr~ f I. Some SO add,Sion~l divi sions could be committed iii the first 30 days Of OpefatiOfis. K *

THIS PAC~E I.S B~ ST QUALIT~! ~~L S f l’~Ia*
7Ru~ COt I PlJ1f~I SH~~ TO DDC

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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AuTc~ArIc SMOKE SYSTE~”S

It takes about a second to deliver the thermal burn from a 100 kt blast.
It is questionable whether an unwacrted ir.dividual can take any effective evasive
action in that interval. This is particularly true of peoole such as truck
drivers whose rr~ vement options are limited.

Suppose that it is possible to rnak~ a light , cheap, automatic sensor of the
pro~~t pulse in coincidence with the priirary flash of light. This detection
could trigger the release of gas driven sri~ ke jets ( analogous to auto air bags).
Within vehicles this could serve as a “shutter ” to reflect or absorb the following
thermal flash . (This is the same problem as with fighter pilots).

Suppose the pr inciple is extended to place such a device in belts and/or
helmets with multiple jets directed to surround soldiers with an “instant snoke
screen. ” The jet duration could be as long as the five second duration of a 1 Mt
burn so that snoke dispursed by wind would be continually replaced . A dense sux ke
driven by a C02 cartridge might be effective in shielding individual soldiers from
r~~st of the thermal flash. Such a device could be siwple, reliable, and cost
effective.

B—li
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APPENDIX CUnited States Patent Office 3,230,369
Patented J an . 18, 1918

1 2
3,230 ,369 body ani cloi hirg indu~~ radiation and wbkk doss ant

RADIATION DOSI\IETER SYSTEM USING requir e the attach ment of badges cc olIn, forms of deal.
CAD~ilUM-bt C KE E) CO P r E R FOIL mete rs to $h* clothi ng. 

_____Ed nin It. BaIl’oger, Los Atansos, Pa,ne S. Ileryls, Ii is yet anoth ,tr object of Its. Invention to provide, by
Santa F.. Richard D. Hiebert and Leo J. Carr , Los g ek~t ronic circuitry, a mcaos of estImating body sodium
Alam os, and John H. Larkina, Santa Fe. N. Mu., activity at the time of exposure without resett ing as tables
assignor, to the United States of America as repre. or calculations.seated by lb. United Slates Atomic Energy Comm issIon Other objects and a fuflar understasdiag of lbs bevon-Filed Sept. II, 1H2, Sir. No. 222,976 

_____4 ClaIma. (CL 250.—13.t) lion may be had by rsfstiing to the tsllow~fag 1sea4.
lion and claims takes I. oopjuiicdos with the ~~~~This invention rslates to a dos imeter sys tem and more panying drawinga in which:

particularly to a method for d:termiaiog the neutron FIGURE 1 shows as elevation visa’, pertlaily In aum
doss received by human beings from radiatioa incidents. section. of the body sodium activity dst.ctor stall ~~~~~Does of rad iarios *U0ICI~~~I to caus e death within itt the method of the present leveation.
weeks may not produc. symptoms in human bemp for ~g FIGURE 2 is a schematic diagram, partIally In
many hours after exposure to the radiation. Further. form, of the itt. meter dicadtry used Is easjsr~~~ ulibmore, the accurateness, severity, and type of symptoma- the detector unit of EZO. I.
tology sri not slwsyi of prognostic value. Adequate FIGURE 3 Isa drawiag St the battery operated Hiss
personnel dosimetry Is, therefore , a requisite when early detector unit.
mass casualty assessment is required such as in military g~ FIGURE 4 is a grapb Indicating the qonied ~~~s
and civilia n defense applications. Since nuclear weapon to be applied to lb. ~~~~~~ reading ye,
and reactor exp losions and cnticalitiss Involve the radi i, ratio.
lion of neutrons mad gamma rays, both of which are FIGUP.E S show, threa views (a, b, sad e) if ~~
~ pabI. of pmducm g Injury in humans , a dosimeter cadmium-back ed copper toll bsdgs ci thia ~~~~~~system for mass casualty assessment must be capable of sa FIGURE 3. ii a three.quartse sectional view of lbs toll
measu ring both gamma and neutron doses in lb. char- badge, while FIGURE Sb is • ctoas..sctmonal view, PlO.

• acter ismic mixed radiation field. URE Sc Is an illustration of a human being wonthug
Gamma dosimeters for this purpose are in a much of the badges at cardinal (NSEW) points is a belt.

• more refined stat s of the art than either the ceunc. ~ The novel method of the present lab,nllos. so des.ted.o
gamma .neut ron dosimeters, 11W neutfOf t dose received by an individual is based spn

There has been recent recognition of tha value of body the measurement of Induced body sodium activity and lbs
sodium activation measurem ents in assessing a received relation of the ratio of body sodium act ivity to the mcliv-
neutron dose. On. devi ce accompl ishes such measure- by of a copp er foil wo rn as or about th. body as a tuna’
inents by use of a well type scintillation counter which lion of Incident estros energy which ~~.ba a. al.
Involves the drawing. ceotrilugation, and counting of so mate of body doss to be ads.
blood serum samples for Na2’ activity. Anotber method The principles underlying the ~is.,cL 1..~~~~~ may
Is the use of the human whole.body counter and also by be stated as follo ws.
the use of a larg, scintillation crystal gamma spectrometer (I) Tb. amount of damage (thesis doss) pr±~~d Is
assembly. All of these devices have Inherent disadvan- the body depends upon the member sod esergy St
sages for mass casualty assessment work In the field, 40 incident neutmas.
such as lack of portability, tim. consum ing testing ~~~~ 

(2) The activat ion of body aodium-23 to radiosetlu.
dures , high level of training necessary for operators as sodium-24 depends e~m ~~ aumb and .asr 01
well as relative expense of the system. For mass casualty incident neutroea_.
assessment work, a dosimeter system should he portable, (3) The activation of a onppsr fall worn on lbs body as
relatively inexpensive, sod capsbl. of rapid and fairly 40 radio active coppsr-~~ depends upon *bs .um~~ esid =untrained operat ion. .rgy of the incident nausea.

It is, therefore, an object of th, present invention to (4) Sodl um.24 decay, with a 14.5 hour bait If. s~~l.prov!de a dosimeter system for determining neutro n do.’ sIng gamma rays that can be detected by boId~’ig a rate
age receiv ’rd by human beings esposed to radiation ii . meter-probe assembly ags~~ lbs back .1 the ~~ie~~iel
cidents. g~ 

espossd.
It is another object of the present invention to provIde (~

) COpgSr44 decay, with a 12$ half Ito all.
a portable dosimeter system foe determining the neutron h u g  gamma rays that can be det.cssd by ~~~~ ~~ eep’.
dosage received by human beings exposed to radiation per foil on a rat. mneter.prob. assembly.
Incidents. (6) Tissue dose, body sodium activity, sad eeppar toll
ii is still another obj ect of the present inventio n t~ ~ 

activity Increase directly aid propoido.aIly wIsh lbs atm-
provid e a rapidly operable dosimeter system for dais,- bar of inCident asutta.
mining neutron dosage received by human beings sapoend (7) Bosh tissue doss sad body sediom anti Vity lassessi
to radiation lncidenta. with lncmaing neutron energy; ho..~..i , the Inu,~~~h i s  a further object of th. present invention ta preside all Shot proportional to neulion 5flSI~~ sad neither do
$ dosimeter system for measuring the neutron dovage is- SO Iuicresis to the same siMuet sot at she a.. rete with
ceived by human ~einp from a mixed radiati on field. increasing neutron anrgy.

Ii is a still further obj ect of the present Invention to pro. (5) The activity of a copper fall wa an the body do-
vid. a method for measuring be neutron dose received drejses with in.resasd vtroo energy; bon ier, lbs do.
by a human being from a radiation Incident by measur e- crease Is not Inversely prcpet~~.a* to the a stma ~~ii~~m:nt of body sodium. SI eacepl over a smal rasp.

It is yet a further object of the present Inventi on to pro (9) Tb. ratio of body meilu. a.iI *y as es~~~ loll
vi le a meshed of delermin ieg the stat is lical averag e Mu- activi ty is characteristIc if a cartels aesage Iuu~ as..
Iro n energy of the incident dose rece ived by a human irun energy.
being. (10) Is ceder to determin. ~~ those doss bath

It is a fu rther obje ct of the Intenti on to provide a nets- diiut ~ activity proluced aid the average ~~ltisnt ernt~Iron dosimetry sy st em wh ich ds rict t y measures human energy wW. 1i produced it at be Lisa.
c-i 

________
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3
The presc nt inv ~ntL. ~n —e.~aures she bo~iy sodmm act~v t y  e,.posure niu~t be r b ~eJ back to the tim e of exposure

by r~e.~ne o~ a s~~:ia~ r~:c me:e r•,r~~e assembl y held be~ausc the rad io :lisity of the body ~ias been Io arithm-
$gaii

~~

t ih~ ba.~k of the e’.posci inJi .~th~at . ica)I>’ ikcn >~ng. The co rrc~t ion is accomp lished etecti4 -
The pres ent inve ntion prov i.~es :n es timate of ave ra ge c~f ly in the rite meter circuit by the tapped resistanco

neutron encr ;y by cnmp~rin; the ot~ser. ed body sodium • netw ork . the time since exposur e being diaLcd-4n’~ by the
nct ivUy w ith the a~ t isi t : .  of a copper toil w orn on the oper.~:or. The re!.it~ve va lues of the resistances between
body. The ratio of ~~~ tw o a:ti v iI es as a function of the t~.ps of the network arc se lected to cause a logarithmin
neutron ener ;y hat been cxpcn meata lly and theoretically decrease in effeci ve rc~istan:e. upon the successive salec-
dete minei by thc inve nt ots of the present inventio n. t iOn of i~ps, in a:cor~ance with the logarithmic rat, of

A device in accortbn:e with the preseat invention is decay of sod ium.24. Since the halt life of sodium-24 In
shown in F GURE 3. The devi c is physically in two known to be 14.5 hours, selection of the actual values of
parts, a detect or probe and a rate mete r box. res istances betwee n ta ps ta relatively sim ple ones the equiv.

Tb.c detector probe is sbown in FIGURE 1 and con- aleni full scale indication in reds per hour has been sped-
ststa of a Nal cry st at I mounted on a photom ulti piicr tubs f led. In the device. 12 taps are provided with the equiv-
S wrapped with conctic material 3 to reduce Io aI environ- ~ SIlent time between teps e~uaI to 2 boors (see FIGURE 2).
mental ma;netic eff ects cal wi t h lead 2 tO reduce environ. Hence, the operator may dial in the tune since exposure Is
ment~aI radiat ion backgrot nj eff ects. This uoit is encased bihourly increments up to 22 hours and the meter reading
in aluminum 1, capped at both mis  (10 and 1), ~nd will automatical ly be corrected to directly read the radio.
equip ped with a pisto n grip handle 9 for convenience of tion absorbed by the human body.
operat ion . In operat ion , the dete tor probe unit is held g

~ 
(4) Background zero adjuss csrcu itt) ’: An additio nal

firmly against lb. body of the individual to be checked , circuit refi nement is the inclusion of an adjustable volta ge
preferably over the lumSar area where the adjacent rich divide r network in the ampiifytol stags to enable lb. can-
blood supply and heavy bone st ructure insures a high con- celing out of reaxonable background radiation levels. Is
cestra t ion of body sodium. The gamma radiation trots the practice an attenuation plug, hav ing atten uation char~ ’
decaying body sodium-24 pro.iu.es Is~bt pulses in the Na! ss teristici identical to that of the human body would. pro-
crystal in proponion to the acuvit y observed. Tb. light lirninary to readings, be placed over the end of the detecto r
pulses are detected and amplified as electrical pulses In unit and a reading uken in free air. Any meter balks-
passage t hrough the photomultsplier tube. tion could then be zeroed out by prope r adjustment of the

The photomultiplier tube output is led by coax ial cable amp lify ing stage voltage divid ing ~~twork.
7. FIGURE 1, to the rare meter box where the signal is ~ As pointed out in item (10) of principles underlying
further amplified is the circuitry shown i~ FIGURE ~ the present invention .” In order to determine the lena
The amplified signal passes then to a msc roammeter wb ieb dose it is necessary to known bot h th. body aodium.34
bas been calibrated in cads of incident neutrons of 2 may. activity and the average neutron energy. The present in-
energy required to produce the Nase activity observed. Venti on has been deliberately calibrated to read the actual
Detailed desc riptions of the components of lbs rats meter ~ tissue dose received from appro x imately 2 m.v. neutrons.
box shown in FIGURE 2 are as follows: If the average neut ron energy is eu than 2 mev., lb.

( I) A powc c supp ly unit of a compact self contained micro.immcter on the rate meter box will read a larger
typ. for portable operation suppl ies the necessa ry oper- doss than actual ly received by the individual. Cooveindy,
ating voltages for both the rate meter box components and if the average incident neutron energy Is greater thai ap-
the photomu lt iplier tube in the detector unit 8, FIGURE 1. ~ proximately 2 mar , th, reading will understate the actuil

(2) Rate meter circuitry is divided into three main dose received.
mges; A combination input .amplifyin g stags; an ampli fy- As pointed out In item (9) of ‘~princlplei undeft)isg
lag st age; and a combina tion ampl ifier-output stage. the present iav.ntlon, the rSt iO body sodi um-24 acuvity IAny well known amplifying stags circuitry can he uti. to the activity of a copper foi l worst an the body Is char-
lIned; however , the use of t rans istonzed c ircuitry Is ,~~ - 

~ 
acterist lc of a certain Incident neutron energy. The

tarred to minimize power and spac. requirements and pro- ~ relation of these rstioa vs. neutron energy was
side a compact and portable unit. The signal output from theoretically and checked experimentally. SimIlarly, lbs ~
lbs photomultiplier tube is conducted through a coaxial relation between body sodium-24 activity and omsron V
cable shown in FIGURE 3 to a coaxial input socket on the soeray was determined. Thus, by obteliung She reds ci
meter box unit, and thence to the first input amplifying ~ $C*kVItI5$
stage. lit . signal is further amplified in the remaining (bodY Xa_24)
two sta ges and is then presented to a load consisting of the topper toil
isries combination of a cur rent -limitin g tapped resistance
network and finall y to the microaznmet er. The amount of the corresponding average neutron energy Ia obtained,
output current passing t hrough the srnc roammeter ~~~~~~ u 

and by knowing the relation between body eodiua4.4
in accord ance with the input signa l derived from the so activity and neutron energy, the microammesar roeding Iidium act i i dy of the individual examined by the detector can be corrected accordingly to appro*lmals the stocal
probe unit, does received. The corrsetloe v.dues vs. Na/Cs reel,

(3) Decay correction circu itry : To allow the correc- arc Indicated In FIGURE 4. Several feature. ci SM
lion of readings tikc~ longer than 22 hours post exposure copPer foils seed to be Mated.
a series of vo lt age dropp ing resi stors can be selectively 

‘
~~~~~ co~~er foils (see FIGURE S. and 3) used in ISa

ewliJied to regulate the high voltage output to the ,t~oto present Invention measu re 14” aSS ” aSS sti ll ibact. The “ I
fo ils are backed with cadmium 53 maaearlng S S a W’ A~multip lier subs. Tb. value of these voltage dropping te- a 30 tail thick. Cadmium Is necessary is prevent sew-

tutors is such as to pros ide 24 hour Increment s of logo.
rititmic decay whi ch would thereby, in combination with :0.05 scattered and reflected frost lbs body (mm coml~~
the tapped resistan c. netwo rk (shown in FIGURE 2). S~ In contact with the copper fo il $1 and thus eclitributteg

to sit, activation producad by Incident neutron, frost
allow correction in 2 hour increments of meter readings lb. radiation soutco. Four foils are worn at cardlsat
obtained a matter of days after exposure. Full scale read’ compass points (see FIGURE Sc) ii ctoddei at the
Ing. of ICO ,ads arid 1000 reds have been found COflYSO’ waistline of the individual to insure that at leant one
lent and are selectabl , by a fro nt panel switch which itt’ TO of the four copper toils will be directly eapoeni to she
sarIs JiITer.nt values of amplifier input resistors (lee PIG source of lbs radiation. Is pract ice, these f.iIs sop be
lIRE 3), sewn hits clothing belts (FIGURE Sc) worn hi lbs

To ubt,.in an accurate Iridi~ation of the neutron dosa ge imhvidirais.
re~eise4 by th, human body upon exposuse to nucleal To render the method of the present Intention wable
radiation a body activity reading takes some time aftef ~g fur ma_se catua lty assessment (allowin g a knows or tess-
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• ~rc c  t r tj ~~’,o.~ incii!:r,t. ii i; ns~ui~ i that the i0Jiv~~u:.i ; i crsect~ t rc ctzrv:, a correction taluc of 0.3S is obtained.
~ e : t ~~i~d v.11 L’c ~.caring t hc fo~t r L~l ~~~ re :;- Thk rr iktt v ;~t~e I; tntiltipicd by ito 10’) rails figure.

encc , pre~iot ~ ly. ~i.:s t re~~~ist ~ val~: of 33 rp.ds. This measure-
T~~ p:opo~ed pro:ciur~ is as oflows: n~cnt is the apprc ~~uat. true reutron radiation dose
(1) The device is turn d on, the time since suspected ~ which the dummy hen received. fly a difleren t and much

e~~~~r: db’ed in, nil the env iron~~erstnl bcck ~.3t~~ r~’cre tin:e co isu~’.ing method called the Hurst Fission
1ev:! zeroed out. Foil S~szem, a va ue of 45 rids t e n  obtained, thus glv-

(2) Screening: Since the micro ammeter realm ; will in; the applicants’ measur teg system an error of about
be hi~h if the aserc;c ne’ fran energy is loss than 2 mev. ~5%,
and since this prob ;Siluty is great . on: wou ld fi rst per- 10 ~Vlmt is claimed is:
form a screestin~ procedi- re by plac ing the probe over 1. An impr oved dosimctcr syste m having In combina.
the lumber area of all i ~dividunls in rapid succ ession t ion means for indicating substantially the average rsdi*-
and elim inati ng fro m further considcraion all persons tion dose reccived by a human being within 4S bouts of
with readings lou than 25 ~ad. This procedure may early a radiation incident due to neutrons of various energies
indicate the number of p ~obab!c neutron ra.~liation cas~- ~ rc’eascd during the raid inciden t, said combination cons-

. aides ~ad such a pr~ccd. re can ha conducted at a rate p:sing a portable battery powered sodium’24 - copper-64
of 4—6 persons/minute. detector unit and a thi n cadmium-ba cked copper fall

(3) Dose estimates: ill individuals with screening placed strategically In the clothing of the said human
readings greater than IS red having been assembled, being.
the device is turned on and a favonabin location for read- 20 2. Tb. dos imeter system of daIm 1 in which said do.
in;; is dct:rnnaed by walking about the area to determine tcctor unit is comprised of a probe, an electronic
a spot with the lowest background reading. The attecua- means for adjusting the gamma radiation sensitivity of lb.
tion plug having bac ’ ‘round attenuation characteristics said probe, and so electronic means for adjusdog Sits
comparab le to that ot • ..uman body would be held over gamma radiat ion signal of the detector so as to malts the
the detector unit and the microammeter adjusted to a zero 24 value of the signal time dependent.

— 
needle reading by means of the Za~’% adjust knob. The 3. The dosimeter system of claim 1 in which foe.’
probe is then held over the lumber area of the back cadmium-backed copper foils are worn at cardinal points

• for 5—10 seconds or for long enough for the microem- at the waistline of the individual, said foils being e~~meter needle to come to rest . The reading is recorded comprised of a copper plate of the dimensions thee.-
and the copper toil belt is scanned for the foil with the 30 quarters inch by three’quarters Inch by 0.003 Inch sad
big~est relative activity. This foil will be the one which being backed by a cadmium plate of the same dimension s.
faced the radiation source and the orientation will be 4. The dosimeter system of claim 1 in which said d,-
recorded. The microammete r needle will again be tector unit is comprised of
zeroed, this tias e without the attenuation plug and the (a) a probe that consists of a sodium iodide crystal
most act ive copper foil will be removed from the cloth- 35 mounted on a pbotosnultiplier tube,
in; and placed on the ‘a t  of the detector probe. The (b) said tube being wrapped with a conetia matadal
activ ity w ill be zecord • aid the ratio of the two read- and lead,
usgs determined Cc) said unit being encased in alminum and having

a pistol grip handle, sad/bodr Na-24\ 
~~ (d) said pbotonstdtplier tube being electrically mu-copper toll ) nected to a meter box where the signal is further

ampi.fled and measured by a mlcroamnsster call-
Using the graph shown as FIGURE 4, a correct ion value i~ ~~ s.
will be obtained. This value, when mult iplied by the
body sodium reading will result in an approximation of 45 Refereacsa Cited by the ExamIner
the actual neutron dose reci’ ived. This procedure of doss UNITED STATES PATENTS
est imate can be con du cted with a two man survey team
(recie r and recorder) at a rate of I est imate per 2 2,933,605 4/1960 Ross at a_i. ~~

__ 2S0—...$3.1
minutes. 2,938,121 5/1960 Fitzgerald 250—13..I

A specific examp1e of the aforementio ned procedifre ~O 3,053,933 9/1962 Faulkner ci al. 2S0—$3
is as follows: A djmniy ir en with neutron response 3J22,635 2/1964 LUdlwfl —_ 250— 71.5
chara:t:iUics similar to a rca’ man is exposed to radio’ OTHER REFERENCES
t.on for four bourt , the nec.-ssary t ime correction is
d:aled in on the counter-read: t and a reading of 100 Photograp hic Neutron Dosimetry to Date,” by Due-
rads is obtained. A copper foil nell worn by the dummy g

~ 
sauer ci a_I.. AECD—2271, 4 pages, declassified September

man is then s~annod b’ ~be co inter probe and a read- 14, 1941.
In; of 4 rads is obtain s,,.. The sodium-24 to copper-24 RALPH 0. NILSON, ‘insmsy £zgnsj aer.tad, is 103 to 4 or 25. Lo.” ing at FIGURE 4 and
reading across to where the so~ urn/copper value of 25 ARCHIE R. BORCHELT, Examk~’.

TI3IS PAGE 1$ BEST ~UALII~f 
p~~ l~i t~ 4A
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General Safety
Considerations

Edited by J. R. Buchanan

Atmos pheric Release Advisor y Capabilit y
By M. H. Dicke rson and R . C. Orphant

Abstv.ct: The Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability on extensive effort at the local level to foresee
(.4RAC) is a concept for a service to facilities requiring a means potential occurrences and to plan protective emergency
of real.time prediction of the extent of health hazards that act ion guides. Although the nuclear powe r industry on
may result from a release of radjonuclides and other toxic 

the whole is engaged in this problem, the Energymaterials. The ARAC system, sponsored by the Ene,gy
Research and Development Administration (ER.E)A), consists Research and Development Administration (ERDA)

located at the . niverslty of California. Lawrence Livermore special responsibility in this regard. In the execution of
of a network of serviced site facilities and a central facility nuclear sites (research an d pro duction facilit ies) have a

Laboratory (LLL). Since 1973, when the concept was Ifliti~ this responsibility, the ERDA nuclear sites are typically
ated, a joint feasibi lity study of the ARAC system has been

faced with a number of questions such as:conducted by LLL and Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). A
system of three sites, LU, SRi.. and the Rocky Flats Plant. as I. What health hazards to operating personnel and
being tested and evaluated during FY 1976. Plans are ready to the public would result in the event of an accident or
implement the AR.4C service for additional ERDA nuclei,’ incident?
facilities over the next 3 years. This article briefly describes 2. More specifically, how fast and to what extent
the ARAC concept, discusses the progress to dare, and outisnes 

will a release of hazardous materials diffuse under afuture plans for developing the system.
particular set of circumstances and weather conditions?

3.What kind of predictive information can be
The nuclear industry faces a great challenge in mini- derived to permit adequate decisions in an erner~~ncy?
mizing damage that could result from toxic emissions 4. How can routine releases of toxic emissions be
during accidents arid incidents: Continuation of a planned so as to minimize potential impact on the
favorable nuclear safety record depends not only on surrounding environment?
str ict adherence to standards and regulations but also

ERDA is sponsoring a means of assisting the
management at ERDA nuclear sites in responding to

Masvin H. Dickerson is Associate Division Leader , Atsno- these types of questions. Under the co~ tizance of the
spheric and Geophysical Sciences Divi~on of the PhY3W ~ Division of Biolo~ caI and Environmental Research
Department at the University of California, Lawrence Liver’ (DBER) program, the University of California , I~aw.mote Laboratory . He has been the principal investigator of the
ARAC project fo r the past 3 years. Before Joining the rence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) has developed a
Lawrence Livermore Laborato ry , Dr. Dickerson received the centra lized service to provide sites with real-time
Ph. D. in meteorology from Florida State Universi ty . predictions of the consequences of an atmosphe ric

tRichard C. Orphan is Program Ma~sage r for the Atmo- release of toxic emissions. ‘this service is calle d
sph eric and Geophys ical Sciences Thvi kion of the Physics Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC).’Department at the University of Califorilia , Lawrence Liver.
more Labora to ry , where he has been a ~aff engineer since The ARAC concept is presently being tested and
1963. He was formerl y Director , Feltman Research Labora’ evaluated for application at ERDA sues throughout the
tories, at the Picatinny A rsenal in New Jersey. nation. This article surveys the purposes of the ARAC

NUCLEAR SAFETY . Vol . 17 . No. 3, May —Ju ne 5978
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282 GENERAL SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

serv ice , the basts for its struct ure , th~ cur rent SL~j tL.; of COMPONENT PARTS OF ARAC
development , and the projected pIan~ for imp~emen a.

The ARAC concept is built upon a communication
and data-acquisition network that allows each user to
have rapid access to the central advisory products.

• PURPOSE OF ARAC which in turn are based on environmental data from

The chief purpose of ARAC is to provide respon- the local site. Figure 1 shows the component parts of

• sible site officials with estimates of the effects of the ARAC system. Any number of nuclear or chemical

accidental or routine atmospheric releases of hazardous facilities or sites within the United States can be

materials as rapidly and as accurately as possible. To do serviced within the network. The meteoro logical

this, ARAC would develop a series of advisone service , provided by the National Weather Service

containing projections based on monitored environ (NWS) and the Air Force Global Weather Central

mental and other input d~ta from the site. Central to (AFGWC), supplies the meteorological data (observ-

the ARAC concept are the numerical models that ational data, analyses, and forecasts) that are used in

provide real-time regional assessments of release conse- each assessment. The ARAC central facility, through

quences using the localized site data. These models data and voice telecommunication links, provides the

va ry in comp lexi ty from a simple -trajectory model to sites with the regional assessments that are calculated

an interfaced set of advanced regional transport and on the CDC 7600 class computers. The remainde r of

diffusion models covering distances of ‘ I O  to ~0o ~~~~~
. 

this section discusses the manner in which the site

The models, combined with other technolog ies for receive s the regional assessment calculat ions , the design

dose conversion, data handling, and communication, and function of the central facility’s data-acquisition

permit a means for predicting the effects of release of and communication system, and the use of the national

toxic materials of any sort, 
meteorological services. Aspects of the regiona l model-

The prim ary function of ARAC is to assist a site in 
ing calculations and advisories are discussed in the
following section.

emergency response , but there are other routine uses
intende d for this service. Some examples are :

I. To calculate and maintain a record of the Lii

invento ry of radioactivity in the soutce .
2. To maintain an updated record of the inventory 

I
I I

of routine releases of materials and their concentration I
in the environment. -1.J

3. To calculate doses from routine releases. I I
I Larg.—~ a4. I

4. To perform sensitivity studies to ascertain ~~~~~~~ I
changes in the biological impact possible from changes for

r.gional
in site operations and in site locations for projected iueasmint$

facilities. I
I I

When implanted, the ARAC would support ERDA
in assisting the operating sites in several ways . These I iJ

Central fseili5y I (iS. nudinclude , but are not limited to , the following: i ord~umje~iI. The quality of information and predictive ad- I ~~I’~~’°’ ~~ f. sIitien

visories from ERDA would be improved because of the I communicauons 

~rjavailability of real ~time data and regional information. I

2. The predictions of off -site toxic e ffects woul d 
L 

have a basis in transient regional transport processes.
3. Any off-site countermeasures and postemer- -LI

gency cleanup oper ations would have a basis for 
N.tioøal
or ~ob.I

iterative improvement as actual monitored information M.~Se 0 ’

is received. 
ISfl’ICI$

4. ARAC would serve as a focal point to develop 0
future improvements in the assistance and adviso ries
pro vided by ERDA. Fig. I Componer. t parts of the A RAC sysism.

NUCLEAR SAFETY . Vol . 17 , No . 3. Miy—Ju n. 1976
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Site Facility ‘The interactive operating system for the si te
facility is designed to provide the user with a selection

Each ARAC-serviced site will have a minicomputer , of advisories based on different le%els of complexity.which is referred to as a site facility, that furr’ishes Examp l~ of the capabilities available on the LLL site
local d,ita-acquisitic’n. assessment , acd communication facility in May 1975 are shown in Figs. 3 to 7. These
capabilities. Some specifi c funct ions of the site facility figures show the cathode-ray tube (CRT) screen and
are : should be interpreted as illustrations of the site

I. it multiplexes the environm ental sensors. facility ’s functions. Figure 3 shows the “menu” listing
2. It provides local data quality control . the options that are available to the user on the graphic3. it calculates and displays Gaussian diffusion display of the min icomputer. With a light pen or

estimates for close-in distances (out of approximately keyboard, a user can select items I to 10 for display on
5 km) using latest local meteoro log ical data. t he screen. For example , if one is interested in the

4, It t ransmits local env ironmental mon itoring mea- normalize d Gaussian diffusion calculat ion, based on
suremen ts to the central facility, the latest meteorological data from the tower and

S. It receives and displays regional calculations supenmpose d on the 5 -km radius map of the area
from the central facility , surrounding LLL , he selects numbers 7 and S. This

• Since the site facility can perform certain functions calculation is shown in Fig. 4. At the time this picture
withou t a direct data link to the central facility, this was taken the conto ur labels were not included; these
part of the system was the first to be designed and will be added in the final version.
tested. Late in 1974 the hardw are was purchased and Figure 5 shows the 100-km radius map of the
the software development initiated for the first oper- live rmore region that is used as a re ference for the

• ating ARAC site facility, which is also ‘located at LLL . trajecto ry and regional model calculations. The cross
The site equipment , shown in Fig. 2, is being used in a suyrounded by the dash—dot square and solid diamond
research environment; it consists mainly of the mini- follows the light pen and allows the user to selec t and
computer with core memory, interactive graphics magnify the portion of the area enclosed by the square.
display, and interfac ing hardware. A printer—p lotter This scaling also applies to the calculations that are

• • used to obtain hard copy output (not shown in Fig. 2) overlaid on the map for reference. The user has the
is also part of the LLL site facility . Software written scale options listed at the bottom of the figure.

• • 
for this facility can be customized to satisfy the local Figu re 6 shows a scale of 100 km selected from this
requ irements for additional sites tha t are added to the list, and Fig. 7 shows an exampl e of a trajecto ry
ARAC system. This work is currently in progress for computed and overlaid on this region. The trajecto ry is
the site facili ties at Savannah Rive r and at Rocky Flats. the line orig inating at LLL . with the labels A, B, D, and

IlIT Fig. ~ lIa,dwai, used in the LLL prototype
ARAC alt. (adl,ty.

NUCLEAR SAFETY . Vol. Ii , No. 3. M y— J~.n 597$
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Fig, 3 “Menu” showing a list of optional displayr and Rtie.~~ c.nrec GIL
commands presently availabi. at the LLL sit e facili ty.
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Fig. S Map of the area within a IOU-km radius of LLL The
cross surrounded by the dash —dot squat, and solid diamond is
used to select an area of the map for magnification.
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Fig. 4 Gauseian diffusion calculation ~ evlaid on a map of the X • 90.200
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Fig. 6 The 500-km-radius LLL ma p with a dse~~d squses
enclosing he sass cboss~ for magiificatiow.
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NAP Meteorok gical data from the NWS and the
AFGWC would be received by the centr al facility

• 22 minicomputer on a routine and special-request basis.
• These dat a wou ld be store d and printed on hard copy

for ~tna1ysis; certain data would be selected and
formatted as input data for the trajecto ry calc ulat ion

1 and the regional models. The LLL is now serviced by
AIC SAX CCA ?‘.‘WS; we anticipate that our meteoro log~ al dista’

) 
S~K acquisition facility will link to AFGWC to obtain

OAK -,.. 1610 grid.point-forecast meteorological data from their fine-
• mesh and bounda ry.layer models. The design of’ the

580 A TCY 
AFGWC meteorologscal data network is such that a

NWO LVX minicompute r can receive, analyze, display, and store

• the meteorological data. 11th feature improv.s the
efficiency of manipulating and using large amounts of
weather data.

( During the next several years, the NWS data will be

• received on facsimile charts and teletype output. These

1 data will be used to supp lement and back up th. data
that we rece ive from the AFGWC. However, NWS plaits
to automate its meteorological service with the Auto-

• 
with di. A, B,D dGlabth) ovse$aid on he map ~~~~~ 

marion of , Field Operations and Services (AFOS)
from th. dashed aqua,, shown a Fig. 6, system with in the next sever al years . When this system

becomes operation al, we plan to include it as part of
• our meteorological data-acquisition facility.

C representing the locations of a hypothe tical release in the event of a potential or actual emergency, a
afte r 1, 2, 4, and 7 hr , respectively. Data used to data and voice commun ication link would immediate ly
calculate this trajecto ry were selected from a hypo t het- be established between the site and the central facility.
ical data set and are used for purposes of illustration Simultaneously, data would be requested from the

• only. meteorological data-acquisition facility, and the re.
To view advisories from the regional model calcula- gional model computer codes would be made available

tions received from the central facility, a user selects on the large computers. The meteorological data are
number 9, and a “submenu” appears on the graphical stored in a computercompatible format and can be
display listing the output option s that are available, retrieved, analyzed, and used to compute a trajectosy
Within 30 to 40 mm after notification of a release, the within approximately S mm after notification. Meteo-
calculations are available from the regional models rological data would then be transmitted to the large
Results from these calculations are overlaid on the computers and used for the regional model calcula-
ussr-selected map, as are the trajectory calculations, tions, which would be available about 35 nun after the
such as those shown In Fig. 7. Calculations appearing trajectory calculation. These calculations would be
on the CRT screen can be reproduced on one or more repeated with updated environmental measurements
hard copies by ttis printer—plotter, and t ransmitted to the site until the requirement no

longer exists. During the postemergency period, more

~~~~~ Faàllty detailed numerical model calculations can be made to
assess the total environmental consequences of the

The central facility serves as the focal point for toxic material release.
data acquisition, assessments, and commun ications for Although ARAC trial exercises have so far been
the ARAC service. During normal operating conditions, conducted in a prototype confipration, a separate
environmental data from the sites, together with any ILL central facility is scheduled for July 1976. The
site messages, would be transmitted to the central minicomputer and associated equipment are now un-
facility on a scheduled 4-hr basis. The central facility dergoing checkout; software will be written during FY
would manipulate these data for storage and for 1976. Communications to the ERDA sites—ILL,
making routine site environmental assessments. Savannah River Plant (SRP), and Rocky Flats Plant
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~~ 
(RFP)-—-wi ll be establ ished earl y in FY 1977. By FY app:o~imatdy 30,000 gnu points in 2 to 5 mEn of (ix’
l~
)79 we plan to have the central faci lity staffed 24 7&J0 computer time. The actual running tune depends

• hr/day . During the interim 3-year period, we ~vil~ sta ff on the complex ity of the topographic boundary . it
• the central facility on a limited basis , w ith the must be etirp has~zed that MATIIEW does not forecast

personnel on call during the off hours. the ~ End h eidi hut instead uses existing win d nicasure-
nients over the region to produce wind fields based on

• NUMERICAL MODELING AND persistenl.e.

. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT IabO~~~~~
h 

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
• In the preceding section, we discussed and gave an develop fine-mesh meteorological predictive models. As

example of the Gaussian diffusion estimate calculated these models are validated and become available , they
at the site facility and based- on the latest available are to be included as an integral part of the model
meteorology measured at the local site. This calcula- options available in the ARAC central facility . In the
tion gives the site personnel a quick estimate of interim, we plan to use forecasts that are available from
expected normalized concentration s and/or doses for NWS or AFGWC to help predict changes in the

• • distances out to 5 km. This section deals with meteorological conditions that might occur.
advisories that are calculated at the central facility, The ADPIC’ ‘ is a hybrid, Lagrangian —Eulenian,
transmitted to the site facility, and used to make three-dimensional, particle-in-cell code for calculating
regional assessments out to 100 km from the site, the transport and anisotropic diffusion of a pollutant

- 
-
, For detailed regional assessments, we presently from its source to its temporal and regional distribu-

• • have three -dimensional numerical transport and diffu- tion at arbitrary times. The code can simulate the
sion models that can be used to estimate regional air transport and diffusion of pollutants under prescribed
concentrations and ground depos ition from a continu - conditions of speed and directional wind shear ; occur-
otis or instantaneous point source or sources. rence of calms; space-variable surface roughness: wet

A meteorological adjustment model has been devel- and dry deposition; radioactive decay ; gravitasional
oped to provide a pollutant transport mode l (see settling; space - and time -dependent eddy diff us iov
ADPIC, below) with input wind fields that are mass- parameters; and single or multiple sources of either

• consistent (nondivergent), three-dimensional, and rep- continuous or instantaneous nature. The code solves
resentative of the available meteorological measure- the three-dimensional advection diffusion equation in

• ments. Interpolated three-dimensional winds are flux-conservative form using a pseudovelocity tech-

• adjusted in a weighted least -squares sense to satisfy the nique for a given regional mass-consistent advection
- I continuity equation within the volume specified.2 ’3  field (supplied by MATHEW) itt three-space dimensions

The upper end lateral boundaries above topography are and in time.
assumed to be open air and thus allow mass flow In this method the Lagrangian partiãles represent
throug h the boundaries. The bottom bounda ry (as. the activity distribution and concentration associated
sumed to be solid) is determined by the topogra phic with the aerosol within the structure of an Eulenian
elevations of the area of interest , grid. The chief advantages of this approach are (I) the

The theoretical basis for this model was developed artificial diffusion inherent in purely Eulerian flni~e-
by Sa~aki.4 ’  The model minimizes the deviation of difference codes is practically eliminated and (2) the
the adjusted’wind field from the measured field subject Lagrangian particles can be tagged with their coordE-
to the constraint that the adjusted field is nondiver- nates, mass or activity, age, and other prop erties that a
gent. The observed data needed for the adjustment are particular pollutant might exhibit.
provided by an interpolation—extrapolation scheme The ADPIC code has unde rgone validation tests -

using information availa ble at a given site to determi ne against closed analytic solutions and also regional
the observed velocity components at each grid point tracer studies. Figure 8 is a summary of the results
above the topog raphy . These observe d velocities are from three validation tests run against methyliodide
assumed to be a fair and reasonable representation of trace r studies at the Idaho National Engineering Labo-
the actual wind field and only need to be minimally ratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho, and ~~

‘ Ar plumes at the
• adjus ted to signi fi cantly reduce the remaining diver- Savannah River Plant, Aiken , S. C.’ The latter data are

gence. from a joint SRI- ILL 1974 test , the results of whi ch
The current implementation of this model, known are scheduled for publication.’0 The measurements

as MATFIEW , adjusts the three-dimensional winds at shown in Fig. 8 were made at 5 to 80 km front the
NUCLEAR SAFETY , Vol . 17, No. 3. May —J une 1916
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~1 (DOS(’ON) tu be cap:ihle of estittiating the whok-body

0 $d~lo FdIIE 

131 A 6 - or orga n doses ~ia t he inhalati on, external . ~md
- L 30 tote $~~~ voiumi l ~~~ J: 1 ingestion p~ithw ays. For the inhalation pathway. we

Sailnn~h R,v.v Labov.to’y Ui, . ,. Ip i plan to incorporate the ICRP ‘I ask ~srvup on Lung
- . IS total Cu miaau,wn.,,u. liii 2 I I -I)ynamks Mode) to contpute the dose to various

0 22 total Cu miuucs~,,Inta, teat 3 I I -

II i organs ot the respiratory tr act , However , this requires a
A C tot~I coPter PeaMS. lil t ,/ I knowledge of the aerodynamic particle size and the

,j j chemical and physical characteristics of the speciti~
~‘/ j radiori uclides. We pI~n to use the EXREM-lll computer

~j ~
j code developed by Trubey et al.t 3  for the external

// 7’ pathway. This code is capable of estimat ing the
,1 / 4 exposure due to gamma and beta radiation during

cloud passage and to surface deposition. The calcu la-
,

‘ / ,  ~ tion of dose from food ingestion requires the use of
‘,. ,.. .— ‘ / concentration factors and transfer coefficients to deter-

...-.-~~ ~~~~~ 
mine the activity of specific radionuc lides in each food.

t . . . I . . . . These may be obtained from the data of Thompson
o 50% 100% et al.’3 By using these data, in conjunction with the

Internal dose model developed by P4g et aL’ we
Fig.$ P,ICS.ISIS ol cuss is Wkk~ ADPIC NleIt$ US witiliS ~ expect to have the capability of estimating the inges-
fart o, N of Ss4~ data. tion dose for each radiunuc lide of interest throug h

specific food-chain pathways.

point or points of release. For these tests, ADPIC
concentrations were within a measured factor of 2 for ARAC IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
60% of the time snd over 90% of the time were w ithin AND ASSOCIATED COSTS
an order of magnitude. Three additional long-range
(out to 80 km) valid;tion tests are planned at SRI The initial three-phase study started at ILL.. in FY
which include “Ar and SF0 as tracers. We hope to 1973 provided for concept , prototype , and implemen-
conduct tracer experiments at other ERDA sites in the tation of ARAC. The prototype phase ended in FY
future. Further details of the numerical models and 1975 , and an implementation phase is now in progress.
their validation may be found. In the references cited In FY 1976 we plan to activate the LLL central fac iLity
for die MATHEW—ADPJC computer codes (Refo. 3, 7, and the initial ERDA site facilities at ILL , SRP, and
and 9). - RFP. The 3-year plan calls for an incremental buildir~

The conversion to dose ievels of the ADPIC. of the component parts of the ARAC system until a
calculated regional distribution of surface air conceit- fully operating network of ERDA nuclear Istes and the
trat ions and surface -deposition of specific radio- LLL central facility would be complete by FY 1979.
nuc lides is curren tly under development. On Table 1 summarizes the LLL costs estimated for
completion, we expect the dose-conversion code the 3-year plan. ERDA funding will be budisled by

Table I Estimated LU. Costs for 3-Year ARAC Implementat ion Plan

Opsrstisgcosta. $10’ Capital eqsiipm..eeo,sa, S b ’
FIscal year Research Opscstiosia Total Rusarcb Opesasioss Total

1976 323’ 135t 660 170 50 220
1977 610 305* 915 60 too too
1978 600 400* 1000 SO 100 ISO
Total 1735 840 2375 280 250 S30

‘Inctudes sit, custom izing tot SRL .
t lncludss sits custontl2in~ for TIFF.
* Includes site customtzlng for two additional ERDA sites as yet not specified.

F
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F ILL with one exception. Ea 1t user site will have to as an operational system. This emerg ing nature of
fund the one-t ime operating costs for customizing the ARAC means that changes can be expected before it
insiafled ARAC equipment at the site, reaches its final form. However, the conce?t of ARAC

At some point in the futurc, each user site will bear is fully developed and was successfully demonstrated’ ’
its proportion of the recurring annual operations- during a feasibility study conducted in FY 1974 -as a

- related costs for the central facility. For FY 1979 and joint effort between SRI and ILL. The concept also -
subsequent years, these annual costs ace estimated at received a realistic check in May 1974, when SRP
$630,000 (plus inflation), plus about $200,000 of experienced a relatively low-level atmospheric release

• ERDA funding for cont inuing research-related activity of t ritium. ’5 “ Although the feasibility tests were not
on improving AR.AC and modeling capability. The com pleted at that time, the real-time meteorologi al
estimated ARAC costs to an ERDA site for the service data link between SRL and LLL was established.
are summarized in Table 2. Meteorological measurements from the instrumented

In addition , the site will bear the costs for instal ling television tower near SRP, coupled with calculations
and operating the environmental monitoring network based on simp le ILL models , provi ded SRI personnel
that furnishes the basic inpu t source data. The latter with supplemental information that was used in assess-
costs would be variable, depending on each site; ing the potential hazard from the release.

- - however, operating costs to maintain the ARAC site In th is article , we have atte mpted to provide
equipment are estima ted at $10,000 per year. suffic ient data on the conce pt , current status, and

future plans of ARAC to demonstrate the potential of
ARAC. ARAC would offer a number of advantages for

Table 2 DetaIls of Estimated ARAC Costs emergency and routine planning by site offic ials . The
for an ERDA Site (FY 1976 Dollars)’ ARAC site facility would provide a means for locally

applying atmospheric modeling technique s for close-i nCost, SiO~
_____________________________________________ 

4istan ces The central facility would provide the results -
One-tim. costs of newly developed regional modeling techniques and

predicted real-time dose calculations; access to large-Caplial equipment (ERDA funded)
Minicomputer with core rnemoay, scaLe computers and data handling would permit

~ aphic display , tap., al.Ype 32 improved emergency planning based on data not
Intsrface to w.athss data equipment 4 nor mally available at an individual site. Althoug h our
No-fail power supply 4 immediate goal is the application of ARAC to assist a

• ?rlnt.g—plotser 
~.! limited number of ERDA sites , the system is designed

• Total SO with sufficient flexibility to permit expanding the
LLL customlaing and software (ussr funded) service to a larger number of nuclear or chemical sites .

R.cun$ng costs (annual)
Slts opsvabngezpsasss REFERENCESLease of telephone lines, data set,

.cousdc coupi.r unit I I. M. H. Dickerson et al., A Concept for an Atmouphpr$c
Communicedon charges 4 Release Advisory Capability, IJSAEC Report IJCRL-5 1656 ,
Coapotsi ~ st.m maisisitsatce S University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.— Oct. 2, 1974.

2. C. A. Sherman. A Mass-Consistent Model tot Wind FieldsTotal 10
Appronlmat. user share in ARA C opsiallons-

over Complex Terrain , USAEC Report UCRL-76171,rel tsd coats afue FY 1978
Pot? iltas 90 UniversIty of California. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

May 1975.For 2O ilss 30
________________________________________ 

3. C. A. Sherman , MATHEW: A Masa.Consistent WInd Field
Model, Ph. D. Thesis, University of Californi a at Devia, to‘Plot Included are the infl ation factors or the costs of be published.satabtehing sad Operating SR ~~~tonf,i.ittal moan b ring Mt. 4. y . S~~~j, An Ob,.cthe Analysis Based on the Variationalwork. Method.J. Meuo,oI. Soc. Japan . 36(3): 77.88 (195$).

S. Y. Saraki . Some Basic Formalisms In Numerical Variational
Analysis, Mon. Weather Rev., 9$: 875-883(1970).

CONCLUSION 6. Y. Sasaka , Numerical Variati onal Analysis Formulated
Under Ut, Constraints Determined by Longwave EquationsIt should be recognized that ARAC represents a and Low-Pus Filter. Mon. Weather Rev.. 9$: $84498

concept that is in the initial stages of implementation (1970 .
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7. It. Lange. ALWIC: A fl:~ee-Dimen~ion.tI ti,’uruter (‘ode Code b r  F..nm.st ing huernal Radiation buw~ to Pupisla- ..~
)

f r  the Study ut PoUutan t Di.~pe cal and Uepu .stsQn UnJ~r tons from Lnvironmental Releases . USAEC Rc p. rt
Complex Conditions , USAEC Report IXRL -514fi 2. Uni- OI(Nl..T M4322 , Oak Ridge National Laboratory, De~ m-
versity of California , Lawrence Liverm ore Labors to ry . bet I ~73.
Oct. 1$. 1973. 13. S. E . lisompion Cl al.. Coneentsation Facto rs of Chem.iaI

8. It. Lange and I. B. l~nox . Adaption of a Three.1)smensi onal Ele,nenti in Edible Aquat ic Organisms, USAIT Reputt
Atmospheric Transport-Diffusion Mod*l to R~inout A ett- UCRL-5Q561 (Rev. 1). University of California. La~-rence
assents, USAEC Repor t UCRL-7 5731 . Univers ity of Cali- Live rmore Laborato,y OcL 10, 1972.
lornia. Law rence Livermore Laboratory. Sept. 16, 1974. 14. Y. C. Ng et at ., Prediction of the Maximum Do1i~s to Man

9. It. Lange, AUPIC: A Three-Dimens ional Transport- front the Fallout of Nuclear Devices , Part IV. Handbook
Diffusion Model for the Dispersal of Atmospheris PoUu- for Estimating the Maximum Internal Dose from Radio.
tants and Its Validation Against Regional Tracer Studies. nuclidcs Released to the Biosphere. USAEC Report
ERDA Report UCRL-76170, University of California. UCRL-50163 , University of California . Lawrence Liver-
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory May 1975. more Laboratory , May 14, 196$.

10. N. H. Dickerson et at., Feasibility Tests of the Atmospheric 15. W. L Master. Environment Effects of a Taltium Gas
Release Adviso ry Capability (ARAC). tab. publ ished. Release from the Savannah River Plant on May 2, 1974,

Ii International Commission on Radiological Protection. Task ERDA Report DP-1369, E. I. du Pont de Nemouss £Co ,
Group on Lung Dynamics, Deposition said Retention November 1914. -
Models foe Internal Dosimetry of the Human Respiratory 16. It. B. Cart Ct at., Energy and Technology Review, ERDA
Tract. Health ?hy&. 12: 173-207 (19k). Report UCRL-52000-7S4. University of Califoenla, Law-

12. D. K. Tnibey and S. V. Kay.. us e EXREM III Computer reflce Livermore Laboratory, August 197$.

-
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